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Abstract

Since the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) made the first direct
detection of gravitational waves in 2015, the era of gravitational wave astronomy has begun.
LIGO and its counterpart Virgo are detecting an ever-growing sample of merging compact
binaries: binary black holes, binary neutron stars, and neutron star–black hole binaries. Each
individual detection can be compared against simulated signals with known properties, in
order to measure the binary’s properties. In order to understand the sample of detections as
a whole, however, ensemble methods are needed.
The properties measured from these binary systems have large measurement errors, and
the sensitivity of gravitational wave detectors are highly property-dependent, resulting in large
selection biases. This dissertation applies the technique of hierarchical Bayesian modeling in
order to constrain the underlying, unbiased population of merging compact binaries. We use
a number of models to constrain the merger rate, mass distribution, and spin distribution for
binary black holes and binary neutron stars. We also use tidal information present in binary
neutron stars in order to self-consistently constrain the nuclear equation of state.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
With the first direct detection of gravitational waves (GW) by the LIGO detectors on September 14th, 2015 [8], the era of gravitational wave astronomy has begun. In these first several
years, there have been three observing runs—O1, O2, and O3—each seeing a jump in sensitivity, observing duration, and thus, detection counts. All detections thus far are presumed
to come from merging compact binaries: pairs of black holes and/or neutron stars. Each new
detection has improved our understanding of gravitational wave sources, and provided insights
into their progenitor systems.
The very first detection, GW150914, was a binary black hole (BBH) merger with initial
+4
masses 36+5
−4 M and 29−4 M [8]. Subsequent detections confirmed these masses to be typical

of GW-detected black holes [148], and that most black holes are likely spinning well below
their theoretical limit [237]. These mass and spin measurements are in modest tension with
black holes in X-ray binaries, which have observed masses . 15 M

[60], and near-maximal

spins for the most massive ones [205], though it may be a result of selection bias favoring high
mass GW detections and low mass X-ray binaries.
There has been no shortage of theoretical formation scenarios for these BBH systems,
though they can be grouped into two categories. The first is that they are the byproducts of
isolated binary stellar evolution [31, 32, 45, 107, 121, 204, 229]. In this scenario, they originate
as binary star systems, where each star collapses into a black hole, either following a supernova
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explosion or direct collapse. Mass transfer events are needed in order to shrink their orbits
enough to merge in a Hubble time. In the case of large black holes like GW150914, most stars
large enough to produce them will lose too much mass to stellar winds, requiring special cases
like old, low-metallicity stars [36] or chemically homogeneous evolution [158]. The second
scenario is that the progenitors are single black holes living in dense environments, such that
they are able to pair up with another black hole through three body interactions or very close
two body encounters. The origin of these single black holes could be from any number of
sources, such as single-star evolution, previous merger events [75, 213], or primordial black
holes from density fluctuations in the early Universe [38, 58, 59]. There are also multiple
environments dense enough to cause these pairings, including globular clusters [111, 203],
active galactic nucleus (AGN) disks [27, 165, 166, 272], and nuclear star clusters [23].
From a scientific standpoint, each of these scenarios is only interesting insofar as they
produce distinct observable signatures. In the case of isolated binary stellar evolution, while
there are many knobs that can be turned in simulations, one thing that holds true is that they
have trouble producing stellar remnants whose spin vectors are strongly tilted from the orbital
plane. Isolated binary stars are formed from the collapse of clouds of dust and gas, from which
the spin angular momenta (S1 , S2 ) as well as the orbital angular momentum (L) are derived,
which is expected to result in all three vectors being aligned (S1 × L ≈ S2 × L ≈ 0). When
one of these stars undergoes a supernova explosion, asymmetries in the ejecta (as are seen in
simulations [124, 125, 184, 185]) impart a “kick”, or a change in linear momentum . While
this kick does not alter the direction of Si with respect to the original orbit, it can completely
change the post-explosion orbit, and thereby imparts a tilt on both spins. Larger tilts can
only occur with larger kicks, but larger kicks result in a higher fraction of binaries disrupted
entirely, thereby never merging and emitting detectable gravitational waves. This leaves a
distinct signature in the merging populations, namely a preference for spins aligned with the
orbital plane, and a distribution whose width is inversely proportional to the overall merger
rate.
Dynamical mergers, on the other hand, have very different signatures. Single black holes
2

in globular clusters should have no preferential orientation relative to the cluster, so when they
pair up the two spins will have no preferred orientation, and the population’s spin orientations
will be isotropically distributed [159]. Black holes in AGN disks, on the other hand, will tend
to be orbiting in the plane of the disk, either prograde or retrograde. The resulting pairs
will therefore have spins which are preferentially aligned or anti-aligned with the orbital plane
[166, 272].
During a merger, gravitational radiation results in an asymmetric loss of linear momentum,
imparting a kick on the remnant [30, 42, 43, 67, 92, 108, 145, 153, 155, 156, 201]. If this kick
exceeds the host environment’s escape velocity, then the remnant will most likely leave the
environment, and never pair up with another compact object. However, if the kick is small
enough, which is very easy in an extremely dense environment like AGN disks [27, 165, 166,
272] and still possible in globular clusters [75, 213, 216], the remnant can be retained, and
eventually pair with another object. In this way, large black holes can be formed hierarchically
from multiple generations of mergers.
Hierarchical mergers have their own distinct signatures on the population. Consider, for
simplicity’s sake, that the initial population of black holes all had a mass of 10 M . Neglecting mass radiated in GWs, if these merged hierarchically, the population would over time
include black holes of mass 20 M , 30 M , 40 M , . . . , with nothing in-between. The relative
abundance of black holes of each size would be driven by the number of ways to make them,
the increased probability of larger black holes to pair up due to their gravitational pull, the
tendency of near equal-mass black holes to pair up due to mass segregation [197, 213, 225],
and the ever-decreasing probability of retention with each merger. While it is not realistic for
the initial black holes to all have the same mass, the same periodic behavior would be present,
just smoothed out by the initial distribution. There is also a tendency for equal mass objects
to produce a remnant with a spin of ∼ 0.7—a very distinct signature; see, e.g., [154, 252].
To complicate matters, it is entirely possible that multiple of these formation scenarios
contribute significantly to the merging population. Some of the properties of the different
scenarios may even be coupled. For instance, if a large fraction of mergers come from both
Chapter 1. Introduction
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isolated binary stars and hierarchical mergers of black holes formed by isolated binary stars,
then the unknown physics of binary stellar evolution should impact both sub-populations
consistently. Therefore, a complete population model should simulate every possible scenario,
but allow for a different (but possibly coupled) merger rate for each.
Once one is armed with a set of potential population models, there is the additional
challenge of determining which are consistent with the observed systems, and which are not.
One can—and many have tried—to simply compare simulations to the detections by eye. This
has value when there are very few detections, or perhaps when a new exceptional detection is
made, but it breaks down when trying to compare a set of detections with any real statistics.
The first problem is that the inferred properties of each detection have large, non-Gaussian
uncertainties (e.g., [255]). A proper comparison needs to be able to account for every possible
realization of every detection’s uncertainty. The second problem is that current detectors have
very large, property-dependent selection effects. For example, more massive objects produce
a higher-amplitude but shorter-duration gravitational wave, so the sensitivity increases with
mass at first, but eventually falls off at very high mass (see, e.g., Figure 9.4 of [116]).
Hierarchical Bayesian modeling (HBM) is the most straightforward way to constrain a
population model while consistently accounting for all measurement uncertainty and any selection biases. At the bottom of the hierarchy, one has a set of N discrete detections, with
associated data d1 , . . . , dN . Each detected object has some measurable properties, λ1 , . . . , λN ,
which can include things like masses, spin vectors, and locations in space. These properties
have uncertainty, and in the context of Bayesian inference, that means we can use probability
to describe that uncertainty. The probability of that a particular data set d would be obtained, given source properties λ, is called the likelihood, `(λ) ≡ p(d|λ). This function can
be estimated quite reliably, with a combined understanding of waveform simulations and detector characterization, and is the subject of the well-studied field of GW source parameter
estimation.
Going up a step from individual detections, we have the population as a whole. The distribution of source properties, for all the sources in the Universe, will follow the distribution
4

p(λ). In principle, there are infinite forms this distribution can take. However, we can construct models, with some finite set of parameters Λ, as candidates for this function, rewriting
it as p(λ|Λ). Λ can include parameters that control, e.g., the merger rate for each formation
scenario, common envelope efficiency in binary stellar evolution, the typical strength of supernova kicks, typical host globular cluster masses, etc., so long as our simulations are then able
to predict p(λ). We can even forego physics and simulations entirely, and have population
models with parameters that merely control the shape of the distribution. Either way, the
uncertainty in Λ can be handled in the standard Bayesian fashion, as a question of probability.
We can write another type of likelihood, this time for the population, L(Λ) ≡ p(d1 , . . . , dN |Λ).
Finally, applying Bayes’ theorem, p(A|B) = p(A)p(B|A)/p(B), we can turn the likelihood into
a posterior probability distribution

p(Λ|d1 , . . . , dN ) =

p(Λ) p(d1 , . . . , dN |Λ)
.
p(d1 , . . . , dN )

(1.1)

This dissertation lays out the foundations of HBM in the context of constraining compact
binary populations. Each chapter focuses on a different type of model. Chapter 2 looks at
models which merely fit the shape of the population distribution, without worrying about the
underlying physics. Chapter 3 uses hierarchical formation models specifically, using rough
approximations to cluster physics, in order to make the problem computationally tractable.
Chapter 4 fits the shape of the BNS mass and spin distributions, but uses real models of the
equation of state, in order to model the observed distribution of tidal deformabilities.
The majority of the software implementations for this modeling and inference has been
built into PopModels1 , a general-purpose Python framework for population inference in GW
astronomy and beyond. PopModels is fully open source, and is available for the broader
scientific community to utilize, free of charge.

1

https://git.ligo.org/daniel.wysocki/bayesian-parametric-population-models
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1.1

Outline and key results

The remaining chapters of this dissertation represent some of the critical studies in gravitational wave source population inference over the past few years.
Chapter 2 lays down the foundations of compact binary population inference using phenomenological modeling. The publication it is primarily based on, Wysocki, Lange, and
O’Shaughnessy [266], served as the companion paper to the original release of PopModels.
The chapter demonstrates—using very simple models—how one can jointly infer the merger
rate, mass distribution, and spin distribution for BBH and binary neutron stars (BNS). Prior
to this work, rate constraints were obtained with an assumed mass and spin distribution [3,
250], rather than measuring them self-consistently, which is now the norm [237]. Also prior to
this work, studies attempting to fit the shape of the spin distribution did so by comparing a
discrete set of candidate distributions [81], rather than fitting for continuous parameters, as
we first attempted.
To demonstrate the accuracy of our methodology and software implementation, we performed studies using mock data, where the answers are known, one for a BNS population,
and one for a BBH population. Not only were the measurements consistent with the true
values, but we were also able to demonstrate that the constraints were very informative with
13 BNS events, and 100 BBH events. For a more robust statistical test, in Appendix 2.D, we
generated 1000 synthetic populations, each drawn from the prior, and demonstrated that the
precise statistics of our posterior distributions followed the expected behavior, using a P –P
plot. These tests all build confidence in the robustness of the underlying PopModels code,
which is the foundation of this entire dissertation.
When this work was originally published, only LIGO’s first observing run was published in
full [3], with the second run only having three individual detections published [5, 6, 240]. This
meant that unbiased results were only obtainable with the O1 sample, as an un-quantifiable
selection bias was introduced by the O2 publication timeline, and the observing time needed for
rate estimation was not knowable. Thus, we performed two analyses of LIGO/Virgo data: an
unbiased analysis using only the O1 sample, and a separate analysis using the entire published
6
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sample, but with rate estimates omitted, and the remaining estimates assumed to be biased.
−3 −1
Using the O1 sample, we obtained a BBH merger rate of 122+291
−96 Gpc yr , consistent
−3 −1
with the measurement of 97+135
in the original LIGO/Virgo analysis [3]. The more
−67 Gpc yr

conservative measurement uncertainty is a result of allowing the mass distribution to be fit
to the data, rather than assuming a fiducial distribution. More interesting was the measured
+0.21
spin magnitude distribution, whose mean we measured to be 0.28+0.31
−0.15 in O1, and 0.24−0.12

for the full sample, concurring with other studies that suggested BBH spin magnitudes are
preferentially non-maximal [83, 270].
After this initial study was carried out, the same analyses were carried out with the complete sample from O2, and published in the flagship LIGO/Virgo population analysis [237].
The key results we contributed to this study have been added in Appendix 2.E. Here we bet+55.8
−3 −1
−3 −1
under a
ter constrained the BBH merger rate to 64.0+73.5
−33.0 Gpc yr , or 53.2−28.2 Gpc yr

slightly more general model.
Chapter 3 introduces a new approach to modeling hierarchical binary black hole mergers
in dense environments like globular clusters, and is based entirely on Doctor et al. [75]. Very
dense environments allow for individual black holes to pair up in three-body interactions and
close encounters. After these black holes merge, it is also possible that their remnant pairs
up with another black hole, and that binary’s remnant may pair up yet again, and so on.
Whether or not enough black holes form in dense clusters, or whether the recoil imparted
during a merger is weak enough to keep many from escaping the dense environments, is still
an open question. The simple phenomenological models introduced in Chapter 2 are not able
to capture specific physics, while detailed N -body simulations are too expensive to explore
many possibilities. This chapter opts for a middle ground, replacing detailed simulations
with quick to evaluate parameterized prescriptions, allowing us to use a slight modification of
Chapter 2’s machinery to constrain said physics.
We start with a natal population of single black holes (both phenomenological and physicallybased), apply a prescription to probabilistically determine which black holes pair up and merge,
and use typical globular cluster density profiles to determine whether the resulting gravitaChapter 1. Introduction
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tional wave recoil will eject the remnant or keep it around for potential subsequent mergers.
With the simple prescriptions we apply in this study, the model is able to produce consistent
constraints on the distribution of population properties for the O1 and O2 binary black holes,
under a number of different assumptions. Under our most physically based parameterization,
we find the typical cluster mass to be Milky Way-like, rather than globular cluster-like, and
the typical stellar age to be young, also in contention to globular clusters. This suggests that
globular clusters are unlikely hosts. The preference for high mass hosts should be seen as a
limitation of the host model choice, and a better take away is that a suitable host should be
able to retain more remnants, pointing towards denser environments like AGN disks. Beyond
the specific modeling done in this study, the framework it introduces for modeling hierarchical
mergers has a lot of potential, and follow-up studies will introduce more realistic prescriptions.
Chapter 4 applies the same population inference framework, and extends it to neutron
stars and their nuclear equation of state (EOS). The equation of state for neutron stars is of
great interest to fundamental physics, as it encodes the behavior of extremely dense matter,
which is unobtainable in a laboratory. We use a parameterized family of possible equations of
state, and include those parameters in the set of population parameters, as the EOS should
hold true across the entire population of neutron stars. The EOS has a number of observable
effects on the merging binary neutron star system, and with current instrumental sensitivity, this primarily comes from the compactness of the two neutron stars, or conversely their
deformability. To allow our inference machinery to fit for the EOS parameters, we treat the
distribution of the two objects’ deformabilities as two additional observables whose distribution should be fit. Thus we are able to constrain the binary neutron star merger rate, mass
distribution, spin distribution, and equation of state, all self-consistently, maximizing our use
of the information in the gravitational wave detections, and exploiting correlated uncertainties
between those properties. At the time of writing, there is only one confirmed binary neutron
star merger detection [243], and one binary merger detection which is consistent with having
at least one neutron star present [7]. Due to this extremely low sample size, and the large
number of population parameters, this study works with mock data for a future, much larger
8
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sample size.

1.2

Related work

Omitted from this dissertation are a number of published and unpublished works, as they do
not fit as cleanly within the theme of population inference. There is also the work already
published under my master’s thesis. Ongoing work as a member of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration, using unpublished data from the third observing run, is also being withheld from
this dissertation, as that can only be done after public data release.
My master’s thesis was comprised of three projects. The first project, based on Wysocki
et al. [270], compared a set of binary stellar evolution simulations to the four LIGO BBH detections at the time, in order to constrain the black holes’ natal spins and supernova kicks. The
second project was an early version of the work that led to Wysocki, Lange, and O’Shaughnessy
[266] and Chapter 2 of this dissertation, wherein we fit a simple BBH mass distribution and
merger rate to the LIGO detections of the time. The third project explored frequentist density estimation techniques—in particular Gaussian mixture models—for fitting the BBH mass
distribution. This project was never published directly, although it did inspire some of the
early work that led to Doctor et al. [75], Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
I contributed some statistical diagnostics to The LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. [248],
which explored different progenitor scenarios that could produce the observed properties of
GW170817. Gerosa et al. [105] was a companion paper to Wysocki et al. [270], looking more
deeply at the simulations we used for that analysis. Jenkins et al. [126] took the BBH population constraints and uncertainties I published in Wysocki, Lange, and O’Shaughnessy [266],
and used them to better predict the spectrum of the anisotropic gravitational wave background.
Wysocki et al. [269] documents the GPU accelerated upgrades to the RIFT parameter estimation code which I am largely responsible for. McKernan et al. [166] covers simulations
of hierarchical BBH populations in active galactic nucleus (AGN) disks. I helped with the
interpretation of these simulations, and provided a very simple phenomenological approximation to them, in order to constrain that formation channel with LIGO/Virgo observations.
Chapter 1. Introduction
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This paper was part of the motivation for Doctor et al. [75], which comprises Chapter 3.
The GPU-accelerated portions of RIFT were used heavily in Shaik et al. [222], which explores
systematics in parameter estimation when using gravitational waveforms which neglect higherorder modes, as well as the upcoming LIGO/Virgo O3a and O3b catalogs, and multiple other
in-prep studies. I also provided internal checks for Belczynski et al. [33], which attempts to
explain the origins of LIGO/Virgo’s high mass, low spin black holes, using efficient angular
momentum transport in their stellar progenitors.
Beyond these, there are dozens of publications authored by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration as a whole, to which I made little to no direct contribution, but retain authorship as a
contributor to collaboration work.

1.3

Impact on field

During my Ph.D. research, I have made a number of key contributions to the new field of
gravitational wave astronomy, both in modeling and software.
The largest amount of time has been put into developing PopModels, which was the first
reusable framework for gravitational wave population inference. Since its release, one competitor, GWPopulation [232], has emerged. Development of PopModels over the years has
focused largely on adding flexibility through a rich object-oriented API, allowing users to construct simple building block populations, and reuse/combine them into increasingly elaborate
models with minimal effort. While GWPopulation has since surpassed the computational
efficiency of PopModels, the scale of population modeling tools provided by PopModels
is unrivaled. As of this writing, PopModels has been used in 5 publications [75, 126, 166,
237, 266], 1 preprint [271], and is being used for the upcoming LIGO/Virgo O3a population
inference paper.
Another important software development I contributed—which has been omitted from
this dissertation to keep the theme focused—is the GPU-accelerated update to the RIFT
parameter estimation code [269]. These updates have resulted in an order of magnitude speed
improvement for RIFT, which was already orders of magnitude faster than other parameter
10
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estimation code. These speed benefits have enabled more aggressive investigations, including a
detailed study of parameter estimation systematics from neglecting subdominant modes Shaik
et al. [222], reanalysis of GW170729 for the impact of higher-order modes Chatziioannou et
al. [52], the analysis of GW190412 [244], the upcoming LIGO/Virgo O3a and O3b catalogs,
several comparisons of GW events against numerical relativity [117], and numerous other
studies in prep. The reduced computational costs have also freed up computing resources on
the LIGO Data Analysis System clusters, benefiting LIGO and Virgo data analysis across the
board.
Outside of software, Wysocki et al. [270]—part of my master’s thesis—was the first gravitational wave population analysis to fully utilize the joint posterior constraints on mass and
spin, in order to constrain the BBH spin distribution. The study directly compared simulations of merging BBH from binary stellar evolution [31, 32] to the first four LIGO detections,
in order to constrain black hole natal spins and supernova kick strengths.
Wysocki, Lange, and O’Shaughnessy [266] was the first analysis to jointly fit the BBH
merger rate, mass distribution, and spin distribution. The strong correlations we found between the rate and mass distribution brought focus to the problems with estimating rates with
fiducial population models, and started the trend of moving away from that limited approach.
The analysis also introduced the first parameterized model for fitting the shape of the BBH
spin magnitude distribution, which has been used in a number of subsequent publications [75,
223, 237, 238, 271]. The results of this analysis enabled Jenkins et al. [126], wherein we allowed
population uncertainties to propagate to predictions of the anisotropic stochastic gravitational
wave background for the first time.
The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration [237] expanded on the
analyses introduced above, using the larger sample of BBH published in GWTC-1 [148], and
relaxing some of the simplifying assumptions made. The method’s robustness was validated by
comparing to an independent implementation of the same model. With most BBH detections
having effective inspiral spins (χeff ) consistent with zero, we were able to conclude that spins
are typically very small if aligned, or somewhat larger if precessing. With all BBH detections
Chapter 1. Introduction
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having mass ratios (m2 /m1 ) consistent with one, we found that the population has a strong
preference for equal mass binaries, and that this was not just a combination of selection
effects and large measurement uncertainties. We were also able to confirm that the absence of
observed black holes at very high mass was due to a significant under-abundance, and placed
the 99th percentile on the posterior predictive distribution for mass at 44.0 M

or 41.8 M ,

depending on the model used.
Doctor et al. [75] has provided a framework for modeling hierarchical BBH mergers which
will enable a new breadth in the cluster modeling that can be explored with GW observations.
On its own, the paper’s results suggest that denser environments like AGN disks may be needed
to produce the observed population, contrary to the popular theory that globular clusters are
responsible.
Wysocki et al. [271] has unified BNS population inference with equation of state stacking,
in order to fully utilize all of the correlations in BNS parameter estimates, and to account of
population uncertainties when constraining the equation of state. This is a unique take on the
ever growing repertoire of methods for constraining the neutron star equation of state, which
will ultimately place important constraints on fundamental physics, by probing extreme states
of matter unattainable in a laboratory.

1.4

Future projections

With LIGO and Virgo having recently completed O3, this is the most exciting time for GW
astronomy since the first detection. The jump in sensitivity has turned the trickle of detections
in O1 and O2 into a fire hose, with 51 public candidates with a preliminary false alarm rate
under 1 year, compared to the 10 BBH and 1 BNS from O1 and O2. While the full catalog
has not yet been published, three exceptional detections from O3a have been published ahead
of the catalog, each of which challenge our understanding of black hole and neutron star
populations.
GW190425 [7] is a source with masses consistent with a BNS, but the constraints are broad
enough that the more massive object has a strong probability of being more massive than the
12
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largest known neutron star. Its total mass, 3.4+0.3
−0.1 M , is significantly higher than any known
binary neutron star system, further setting it apart from known neutron stars. It is therefore
likely not a binary neutron star at all, and one if not both of the binary components are
black holes. This would very confidently place this as the smallest known black hole, with the
previous smallest candidate having a mass of 3.3+2.8
−0.7 M

[251]. Black holes this small would

challenge many supernova models, which predict the smallest possible black hole to exceed
this limit [135, 200], though other models do not predict a gap between neutron stars and
black holes [79, 98, 264]. One or more of the objects could also be the remnant of a previous
binary neutron star merger, which would be expected to produce black holes in this range
[112]. A more exotic possibility is that this is a merger of two primordial black holes [40, 59,
220].
GW190412 [244] is the first BBH detection in which the two objects’ masses can be confidently stated to be non-equal, with one weighing in at ∼ 30 M

and the other at ∼ 8 M .

Despite its uniquely extreme mass ratio, this source was found to be relatively consistent with
the mass distribution already inferred from the O2 sample [237], with 1.7+10.3
−1.3 % percent of
randomly generated surveys producing an event with this extreme of a mass ratio so soon.
GW190814 [9] is yet another extreme mass ratio detection, but this time the smaller
object is conclusively smaller than the next smallest black hole, aside from GW190425. What
makes this detection interesting is a combination of what makes GW190425 and GW190412
interesting—on one hand, it has an extreme mass ratio, while on the other, one object falls
into the gap between previously known neutron stars and black holes.
The ambiguous nature of GW190425 and GW190814 emphasizes the need for population
modeling across multiple source categories—BBH, BNS, and NSBH—simultaneously, rather
than down-selecting to BBH or BNS, as this is no longer a realistic possibility. Models have
already been proposed, which work across all source categories, but they either assume specific correlations between the categories [90] or simply assume a population and measure the
rate [128]. A project currently in prep between myself and collaborators explores the possibility of multiple, independent sub-populations spanning all source categories, allowing for the
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measurement or rejection of gaps between them in parameter space.
The new paradigm introduced in Doctor et al. [75], wherein fast approximations to detailed
physical simulations are constructed, is another large avenue for growth. This project itself
could be vastly improved by replacing its rough prescriptions with fits to detailed simulations.
There is still the potential to develop clever approximations to other expensive-to-simulate
formation scenarios, like isolated binary star evolution.
A great amount could be learned in the future from using multimessenger data to constrain compact binary populations. If detailed efforts were made to characterize selection
effects, black holes and neutron stars detected as X-ray binaries, radial velocity measurements
with companion stars, and pulsars could be combined with GW detections to better constrain
the population as a whole. Population simulations which fit GW detections well might not fit
the electromagnetically-detected systems well, and it will take a framework for self-consistent
comparison in order to resolve this definitively. Even for GW-detected sources, multimessenger observations—like those made for GW170817 [247]—can produce tighter constraints on
measured source properties [62, 163] and allow for inference on properties not available with
gravitational waves, like the gamma ray burst engine mechanism, and r-process abundances.
As gravitational wave detectors become more sensitive, the number of detections is going to
continue to grow by orders of magnitude. This is obviously a blessing for population inference,
as the larger sample size will allow for more precise inference, but the data volume will also be
a curse computationally. Each new detection means slower population likelihood evaluations.
More detections will also call for more complex population models, in order to accurately
describe the data. All of this means the time it will take to get population inference results,
with the current approach, will grow without bound, and eventually become prohibitive. In the
short term, the solution involves GPU-acceleration, developing inference engines which scale
to more cores, and taking advantage of newer computing hardware. In the long term, however,
more clever solutions will be needed to do things like re-use partial results, approximate the
single-event likelihoods, and exploit machine learning approximations.
The 2030’s will see brand new challenges, with the space-based GW observatory LISA
14
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scheduled to launch [68]. LISA will probe a completely different population of objects, from
transient supermassive black holes to a continuous foreground of nearby white dwarf binaries.
Unlike the LIGO paradigm of discrete detections, LISA’s signals will be stacked on top of
each other, and require new techniques to fit them all simultaneously. There will also be
binary black holes which LISA detects early in their inspiral, which will eventually merge in
LIGO’s band, with the precise moment predicted. While many of the population modeling
tools explored in this dissertation will remain applicable, the inference scheme will need to be
reworked entirely to handle things like coupled detections, and combined LISA+LIGO sources.
Much work will need to be done over the coming decade to prepare for this new data challenge.
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Chapter 2

Phenomenological population
modeling
2.1

Introduction

The Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) [235] and Virgo
[15, 16] detectors have and will continue to discover gravitational waves (GW) from coalescing
binary black holes (BBHs) and neutron stars. Several tens of binary black holes and potentially
neutron stars are expected to be seen in O3, LIGO’s next observing run, alone; and several
hundreds more detections are expected over the next five years [3, 250]. Already, the properties
of the sources responsible – the inferred event rates, masses, and spins – have confronted other
observations of black holes’ masses and spins [3], challenged previous formation scenarios [3,
11], and inspired new models [40, 158, 161, 214] and insights [138, 140] into the evolution
of massive stars and the observationally accessible gravitational waves they emit [13, 78].
Over the next several years, our understanding of the lives and deaths of massive stars over
cosmic time will be transformed by the identification and interpretation of the population(s)
responsible for coalescing binaries [11, 24, 270], because measurements will enable robust tests
to distinguish between formation scenarios [159] with present [215] and future instruments [44,
180].
Chapter 2. Phenomenological population modeling
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During the first few years of discovery, substantial theoretical modeling challenges and the
rapid pace of events suggest that GW observations could soon outpace theory. In this work,
we introduce a flexible, concrete, and production-ready approach to infer compact binary
merger rate and compact binary distribution, in the context of an (arbitrary) parametrized
phenomenological model. We extend or employ previously proposed models [88, 231]. We are
motivated by how constraints on these phenomenological models enable us to address broad
astrophysical questions—the mass and spin distribution of neutron stars and black holes, as
imparted at their birth; the dominant formation mechanism for compact binaries, such as the
role of dynamical versus isolated formation channels for binary black holes. To that end, we
provide concrete demonstrations of how a few GW measurements will provide insights that
enable sharp discrimination between proposed astrophysical alternatives, or measurements of
their parameters. We use simple phenomenological arguments and calculations to characterize
the information that these first few hundred observations should provide. Conversely, we
provide simple approaches to extend our phenomenological approach in sophistication and
complexity as several thousand compact binary mergers provide sharp constraints on their
underlying properties. This approach complements inferences that work within a concrete
model family as explored in other proof-of-concept investigations (see, e.g., [25, 37, 159, 175,
186, 228, 270, 273] and references therein).
GW measurements probe only a selection-biased part of the compact binary distribution.
Previously reported estimates of the overall compact binary event rate rely on extrapolation
away from the observed population, using some fixed model for the compact binary mass
distribution [3]. In fact, the compact binary mass distribution and inferred event rate are
strongly coupled. This paper provides the first self-consistent approach to infer both the
compact binary event rate and parameter distribution; then it describes and explains the
expected correlation in an accessible way.
Several recent studies have explored how well GW measurements can constrain the mass
and spin distribution of binary black holes [3, 81, 83, 88, 89, 102, 136, 160, 186, 227, 230, 257,
265]. Our approach is novel insofar as it reconstructs both the strongly correlated event rate
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and the parameter distribution, making our method a robust tool to assess astrophysical formation scenarios. In our modeling, we focus on measuring the black hole (BH) spin magnitude
and misalignment distribution, as a method to probe the formation scenarios for binary BHs.
As first described in [159], GW provide a unique opportunity to distinguish between isolated
and dynamic formation mechanisms: measurements of the spin properties of the BHs [11, 187,
215, 227, 230, 258]. The presence of a component of the BH spins in the plane of the orbit
leads to precession of that plane. If suitably massive and significantly spinning, such binaries
will strongly precess within the LIGO sensitive band. If BBHs are the end points of isolated
binary star systems, they would be expected to contain BHs with spins preferentially aligned
with the orbital angular momentum [127, 187], and therefore rarely be strongly precessing.
If, however, BBHs predominantly form as a result of gravitational interactions inside dense
populations of stellar systems, the relative orientations of the BH spins with their orbits will be
random, and some gravitational wave signals may be very strongly precessing. At this early
stage, observations cannot firmly distinguish between these two scenarios, or more broadly
other possible BBH formation mechanisms [11]. These include the evolution of isolated pairs
of stars [34, 37, 77, 158, 161, 189], dynamic binary formation in dense clusters [214], and pairs
of primordial black holes BHs [40]; see, e.g., [11] and references therein. Loosely speaking,
however, the isolated evolution and globular cluster formation scenarios are the most welldeveloped and verifiable using independent observational constraints. More broadly, precise
measurements of their properties will provide unique clues into how BHs and massive stars
evolve [44, 83, 180, 215, 227, 258, 270].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.2 we describe our techniques to infer compact
binary populations, building upon inferences about parameters of individual events. Unlike
prior work, we simultaneously reconstruct the event rate, mass distribution, and spin (vector)
distribution. In Sec. 2.3, we demonstrate our our population inference strategy with two
examples. In the first, we perform a full end-to-end analysis of a synthetic GW data generated
from a synthetic population of astrophysically distributed sources. In the second, using a tool
to mimic how well we could constrain parameters of a candidate GW signal, we perform a
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large-scale investigation into how well GW measurements could constrain the mass and spin
distribution of binary black holes. We find that the mass and spin distribution can be tightly
constrained with only a few tens of events. By virtue of explicitly exploiting only some of the
available information, our estimates are necessarily conservative. In Sec. 2.4, we apply our
method to the currently reported binary black hole population. For simplicity, assuming the
reported events to date represent a fair sample of the results of LIGO’s first two observing runs
(O1 and O2), we corroborate previous results, finding black hole spins are likely small and that
the black hole mass spectrum may have an upper bound. Due to small BH spins, except for
GW151226, we can extract no information about typical BBH spin-orbit misalignments. We
emphasize our demonstration uses a nonfinal sample for LIGO’s O2 survey: depending on that
survey’s results, applying our methods to final O2 results could produce substantially different
astrophysical conclusions. In Sec. 2.5 we briefly discuss the accuracy to which population
parameters can be determined, and the surprisingly significant role of waveform systematics
in the near future. After summarizing our conclusions in Sec. 2.6, we supply three appendixes.
In Appendix 2.A, we describe a robust, extensible procedure for generating synthetic posterior
distributions for proposed GW events. This open-source procedure could be widely used
to assess the viability of GW measurements to distinguish between proposed astrophysical
channels. A subsequent short Appendix 2.B describes how to generate synthetic populations
of selection-biased GW sources using this procedure. Next, in Appendix 2.C, following on
and extending previous work, we use toy models for both the measurement process and source
population to illustrate how well GW observations will constrain the mass and spin distribution
of compact binaries, likely providing robust insights into compact object formation (e.g., BH
natal spins and maximum masses) and binary formation mechanisms (e.g., dynamical over
isolated).
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Method
Characterizing and inferring parameters of individual binary black
holes

A coalescing compact binary in a quasicircular orbit can be completely characterized by its
intrinsic parameters, namely its individual masses mi and spins Si , and its seven extrinsic
parameters: right ascension, declination, luminosity distance, coalescence time, and three
Euler angles characterizing its orientation (e.g., inclination, orbital phase, and polarization).
In this work, we will also use the total mass M = m1 + m2 and mass ratio q defined in the
following way:
q = m2 /m1 ,

where m1 ≥ m2 .

(2.1)

We will also refer to two other commonly used mass parametrizations: the chirp mass Mc =
(m1 m2 )3/5 /(m1 + m2 )1/5 and the symmetric mass ratio η = m1 m2 /(m1 + m2 )2 . With regard
to spin, we define an effective spin [18, 66, 207], which is a combination of the spin components
along the orbital angular momentum direction L̂, in the following way:

χeff = (S1 /m1 + S2 /m2 ) · L̂/M

(2.2)

where S1 and S2 are the spins on the individual BH. We will also characterize BH spins using
the dimensionless spin variables
χi = Si /m2i .

(2.3)

We will express these dimensionless spins in terms of Cartesian components χi,x , χi,y , χi,z ,
expressed relative to a frame with ẑ = L̂ and (for simplicity) at the orbital frequency corresponding to the earliest time of astrophysical interest (e.g., an orbital frequency of ' 10 Hz).
When necessary, compact binary parameters are inferred through the use of Bayesian analysis via Rapid parameter Inference on gravitational wave sources via Iterative
Fitting (RIFT) [142], which reproduces the results of standard Monte Carlo techniques described in [14, 255] and references therein. For any event, fully characterized by parameters
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x, we can compute the (Gaussian) likelihood function p(d|x) for detector network data d containing a signal by using waveform models and an estimate of the (approximately Gaussian)
detector noise on short timescales (see, e.g., [12, 14, 255] and references therein). In this
expression x is shorthand for the set of 15 parameters needed to fully specify a quasicircular
BBH. The posterior probability distribution is therefore p(x|d) ∝ p(d|x)p(x), where p(x) is the
prior probability of finding a merger with different masses, spins, and orientations somewhere
in the universe. These parameters x can and are often described with alternate coordinate
systems. We sometimes refer to the source luminosity distance dL or equivalently its source
redshift z, and to the detector-frame or redshifted masses mi,z = mi (1 + z). (To distinguish
from the detector-frame masses, we will sometimes refer to mi as the source-frame binary
masses.) LIGO-Virgo analyses have adopted a fiducial prior pref (x) that is uniform in orientation, in luminosity distance cubed, in redshifted mass, in spin direction (on the sphere), and,
importantly for us, in spin magnitude [14, 255]. Using standard Bayesian tools [14, 255], one
can produce a sequence of independent, identically distributed samples xn,s (s = 1, 2, . . . , S)
from the posterior distribution p(x|d) for each event n; that is, each xn,s is drawn from a
distribution proportional to p(dn |xn )pref (xn ). Typical calculations of this type provide . 104
samples [14, 255] from which the posterior probability distribution is inferred.
For other examples involving purely synthetic observing scenarios, we perform this procedure with a familiar Fisher matrix approximation for the form of p(d|x) as a function of x [55,
64, 202]; see Appendix 2.A for details.

2.2.2

Population inference

We use Bayesian inference to constrain the mass and spin distributions of the astrophysical
population of BBHs. To do this, we assume that the distribution is one of a family of distributions, parametrized by Λ and scaled by some overall rate R = dN/(dt d Vc ), which is
constant in comoving volume Vc . Each BBH in the population has properties denoted by
λ ≡ (m1 , m2 , χ1 , χ2 )
Ultimately we are interested in determining the likelihood of the astrophysical BBH pop22
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ulation having a given merger rate R and obeying a given parametrization Λ, given the data
for N detections, D = (d1 , . . . , dN ). This likelihood, L(R, Λ) ≡ p(D | R, Λ), is that of an
inhomogeneous Poisson process

−µ(R,Λ)

L(R, Λ) ∝ e

N Z
Y

dλ `n (λ) R p(λ | Λ),

(2.4)

n=1

where µ(R, Λ) is the expected number of detections under a given population parametrization
Λ with overall rate R and where `n (λ) = p(dn |λ) is the likelihood of data dn given binary
parameters λ. A derivation for µ is given in Sec. 2.2.3.
Using Bayes’ theorem, p(R, Λ | D) ∝ p(R, Λ) L(R, Λ), one may obtain a posterior distribution on R and Λ, after assuming some prior p(R, Λ). To avoid computing the normalization
constant, we instead draw samples from the posterior distribution via Goodman and Weare’s
affine invariant Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ensemble sampler [109], as implemented
in the Python package emcee [94].

2.2.3

Estimate for V T

Current LIGO-Virgo search sensitivity is well approximated by a familiar approximation:
a source will typically be detected if the estimated signal to noise (SNR) of the secondmost-sensitive detector is greater than 8; see, e.g., [1] and references therein. Using this
approximation, one can directly evaluate the characteristic volume within which a source
will be detected [87]; for nonspinning BH binaries, this estimate is in reasonable agreement
with detailed calculations of search sensitivity [3]. In this work, we therefore adopt the same
approximation. Specifically, we estimate the orientation-averaged sensitive 3-volume V to
which a search is sensitive by the integral [11, 188]
Z
V (λ) =

P (< D(z)/Dh (λ))

dVc dz
,
dz 1 + z

(2.5)

where D(z) is the luminosity distance for redshift z; Dh (m1 (1 + z), m2 (1 + z)) is the horizon
distance to which the source can be seen; Vc is the comoving volume; z is the redshift of
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the merger event; and the cumulative distribution P (> w) =

R

w>w(Ω,ι,ψ) dΩdψd cos ι

is a

cumulative distribution for w = 8/ρ where ρ is the signal to noise ratio[76, 87, 188]. Using
this definition for V , we expect that for a uniform comoving merger rate R (e.g., in units
of Gpc−3 yr−1 ), and after observing at this sensitivity for a time T the average number of
detections will be
Z
µ(R, Λ) =

(V T )(λ)Rp(λ | Λ)dλ,

(2.6)

where p(λ | Λ) is the probability density function for a random binary in the Universe to have
intrinsic parameters λ. In this expression, Λ denotes the parameters that characterize the
distribution from which all coalescing binaries are drawn. To calculate the horizon distance Dh
and hence V for each combination of candidate binary parameters, we use the IMRPhenomD
gravitational waveform approximation [122, 132].
The procedure described above allows us to estimate V for any nonprecessing binary. Fig.
2.1 shows this estimate as a function of the component masses, based on a single LIGO detector
operating at O1 sensitivity. Motivated by LIGO observations to date, however, we assume
black holes will not be rapidly spinning. In these circumstances, spin has at best a modest
impact on the sensitive volume; further complications due to precession would be expected to
be smaller still [46, 191].
Though we pursue a semianalytic estimate for V T and hence the expected number of GWdetected events, detailed analysis of gravitational wave searches in real data with synthetic
sources can evaluate µ and hence the search sensitivity directly [3, 41, 250, 253]. Such an
approach will be particularly necessary when search selection biases (e.g., due to detector
noise non-Gaussianity) cause the search sensitivity threshold to deviate away from the simple
SNR threshold described here.

2.2.4

Examples of phenomenological population models

Motivated by the qualitative features of predictions produced by detailed binary formation
calculations, several groups have proposed purely or weakly phenomenological models for the
binary mass distribution [3, 56, 88, 231]. Following [3, 88], we adopt a pure truncated power
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Figure 2.1: Estimated sensitive comoving volume (V ) versus mass and spin. Left: Sensitive
comoving volume V at O1 sensitivity for nonspinning BBHs, in cubic giga-parsecs. Right:
Sensitive comoving volume for equal-mass, equal-spin, nonprecessing BBHs, relative to the
zero-spin case. Note that V is strictly increased (decreased) if χi,z > 0 (< 0), with higher
mass making the effect more pronounced.

law for the relative intrinsic probability p(m1 , m2 ) for the source-frame masses in m1 and m2 .
Departing from previous work, we assume the probability density is nonzero only in a region
mmin ≤ m2 ≤ m1 ≤ mmax , and m1 + m2 ≤ Mmax . Unless otherwise noted, we assume that
Mmax is a property of the detector, not astrophysics, and following the conservative scenario
described in [88] fix it at 200M . With these assumptions, our mass distribution model has
parameters αm , km , mmin , mmax and a functional form

p(m1 , m2 ) =

m
(m2 /m1 )km m−α
1
(m1 − mmin )

× C(αm , km , mmin , mmax , Mmax )

(2.7)

inside our mass limits and zero elsewhere, representing a truncated power law in m1 with
index −αm and a simple power-law conditional distribution p(m2 |m1 ) in secondary mass. The
R
normalization constant C is defined so A dm1 dm2 p(m1 , m2 )dm1 dm2 = 1. Unless otherwise
noted, we will adopt km = 0 in this work. Because GW networks are much more sensitive
to more massive BHs with M & 200 M , this model and its fiducial choices (e.g., αm ' 2)
produce a detected merger distribution ∝ Rp(m1 , m2 )V T which is roughly uniform over a
wide range of masses, usually terminated by the specific cutoff choices mmax , mmin rather than
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by selection biases against low mass black holes or the rarity of massive BBHs. In the analysis
described below, we leave Mmax fixed.
Motivated by binary neutron star observations as well as the desire to reproduce arbitrary substructure and features in the mass distribution, we will also examine Gaussian mass
distributions in component mass mi
(2.8)

pG (m1 ) = N (m, σm )(m1 )

which is characterized by its mean value m and variance σm . In this work, we will typically
explore the special case of p(m1 , m2 ) = pG (m1 )pG (m2 ) and apply this distribution to the
case of binary neutron stars, where the narrow width σ relative to the mean m implies the
distribution has effectively no support for undesirable regions (e.g., m < 0). Finally, for
complete generality, we also discuss mixtures of mass distributions, including Gaussian mixture
models as previously employed in [265]:

p(m1 , m2 |Λ) =

X

(2.9)

wα pα (m1 , m2 |Λα )

α

This latter approach allows complete generality and, with suitable smoothing priors on w,
the ability to reproduce arbitrarily complicated mass distributions and circumvent systematic
limitations due to our choice of model. In particular, these more generic models would allow
us to reproduce features previously proposed in the literature, including overabundances at
specific masses near the pair-instability supernova threshold [35, 95, 96, 129, 262, 263].
For binary black hole spins, we adopt a simple flexible phenomenological model for each
BH spin magnitude χi : a beta distribution,
αχi −1

p(χi | αχi , βχi ) =

χi

(χmax − χi )βχi −1

B(αχi , βχi )χβ+α+1
max

(2.10)

with unknown shape parameters αχi and βχi (i = 1, 2). This tractable two-parameter distribution allows us to fit to the observed mean and variance—all that the sparse sample of existing
observations will allow. In this work, we for simplicity assume both black hole spins are drawn
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from the same distribution and χmax = 1. Likewise, for simplicity we adopt the unphysical but
easily described parametrization of the spin-orbit misalignment θi = arccos L̂ · Ŝi proposed by
Talbot and Thrane [230]: a unimodal distribution based on a Gaussian in cos θ that smoothly
deforms into a uniform distribution in the limit of large σχi :

p(cos θi | σχi ) ∝ N (cos θi ; 1, σχi ),

(2.11)

When using this model, we assume the polar angles φi of each spin vector relative to the
orbital angular momentum direction L̂ are uniformly distributed between 0, 2π. In this work,
we assume BH spins are drawn from the same spin misalignment distribution σχ1 = σχ2 . In
this approach, as in our parameter inference, all spins are assumed specified at a gravitational
wave frequency fref = 20 Hz. No compelling reason exists that astrophysical formation processes should cause binaries of different masses and spins to be drawn from a single, universal
misalignment distribution at an arbitrary reference frequency fref ; see, e.g., [216, 270] for
more detailed models. That said, this phenomenological approach is qualitatively consistent
with the kinds of misalignments produced by binary SN natal kicks (e.g., 1 − cos θi . 0.1
for BH natal kicks of order 50 km/s [187]), allowing us a simple way to characterize whether
observations support or disfavor plausible amounts of spin-orbit misalignment.

2.2.5

Useful phenomenological parameters

Observations will constrain combinations of these phenomenological parameters which reflect
clear physical features in the observed (selection-biased) distribution of binary black holes. We
can better characterize what we learn from GW observations early on by adopting coordinates
conforming to these features.
For example, we could have mixture model [Eq. (2.9)] consisting only of elements with
distinctive features, each characterizing a distinctive subpopulation of BHs. Such subpopulations might be BHs near the pair-instability supernova peak, binary neutron stars, and a
population of binaries with a continuous mass spectrum formed through hierarchical growth
in globular clusters (see, e.g., [88, 102, 173] and references therein). In such a scenario, obChapter 2. Phenomenological population modeling
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servations quickly constrain each element, leveraging their distinctive features to identify the
relative rates Rwα and the subpopulations from each domain to constrain that region’s parameters. For the first few tens of events, these observations will principally constrain the
mean and variance of the detection-weighted subpopulation pα (m1 , m2 )V T . We therefore expect that the following coordinate system will produce roughly uncorrelated observables, for a
typical model: (a) the relative rates Rw for different subpopulations; (b) the mean chirp mass
Mcα , symmetric mass ratio η α , effective spin χeff,α , and mean spin χ in each subpopulation,
based on our understanding of GW measurement errors; and (c) the respective widths ΣMc ,α ,
Ση,α , Σχeff ,α , Σχ , where we adopt uppercase to distinguish between these symbols and our
model hyperparameters. In Appendix 2.C, we use order-of-magnitude arguments to explain
how reliably each of these quantities can be measured.
In the context of our fiducial single-component model, we adopt a reference mass m1 =
mref = 15M and characterize the overall event rate not by its normalization, which depends
on unobserved binaries with high and low masses, but by the event rate Rp(mref ) of binaries
whose primary m1 has a mass comparable to GW151226 [4]. We identify other natural coordinates for the distribution of m1 via its detection-weighted cumulative distribution P(< m1 ):
R
P(< x) =

dλV (λ)p(λ)Θ(x − m1 (λ))
R
dλV (λ)p(λ)

(2.12)

The mass corresponding to the upper (lower) bound of the 90% symmetric detection-weighted
probability on m1 serves as a proxy for mmax (mmin ) which is directly observable and thus a
more natural coordinate.1 In this work, we emphasize the upper bound m∗ of the detectionweighted mass distribution:

P(m∗ ) ≡ 0.95

(2.13)

For BH spins, closed-form expressions for the appropriate mean values and variances are
generally not available for arbitrary selection biases V T ; however, to the extent that V T
1

By contrast, Talbot and Thrane [231] introduce a model which depends on both a minimum mass mmin
and a tapering mass scale δm, but only a linear combination of them is easily observable; see their Fig. 5.
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depends only weakly on BH spin, our model for BH spins and misalignments [Eqs. (2.10,2.11)]
implies that
αχ
αχ + β χ

(2.14a)

αχ β χ
(αχ + βχ )2 (αχ + βχ + 1)

(2.14b)

χeff ' χcos θ
√
√
2
erf( 2/σ) + 2σ(e−2/σ − 1)/ 2π
√
cos θ '
erf( 2/σ)

(2.14c)

χ'
Σ2χ '

(2.14d)

for our fiducial case where both BH spins are drawn from the same distributions; in these
expressions, Σ2χ refers to the variance of the one-dimensional χ distribution, while χ̄ refers to
its mean.

2.2.6

Interpreting results: Posterior predictive distributions and revised
priors

If we ask any question about compact binary properties x rather than model hyperparameters Λ, the only quantity that appears in our posterior inferences p(Λ|{d}) informed by our
observations {d} is the posterior predictive distribution pppd (x|{d}):
Z
pppd (x|{d}) =

dΛp(x|Λ)p(Λ|{dk })

(2.15)

The posterior predictive distribution (PPD) encodes our best estimates of the properties of
any randomly selected future binary, based on observations to date and accounting for our
initial prior knowledge about Λ. Unlike the model parameters themselves, which may be highly
degenerate and lack physical meaning, the PPD provides an unambiguous estimate for how
likely different binary parameters are, given our knowledge. Note that by design, the PPD is
a probability distribution and, folding in all uncertainties, does not have an error estimate.
As events accumulate, we can use posterior constraints p(Λ|{d}k ) on model hyperparameters Λ based on the first k = 1 · · · N observations to provide a nuanced, observationally revised
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perspective on future measurements k > N . These prior insights can be particularly powerful when individual future measurements are only weakly informative about certain binary
parameters such as the mass ratio or spin; see, e.g., [256, 261] for examples.
To be concrete, our usual population inferences are performed using a single fiducial choice
R
of reference prior pref (x) = p(x|Λref ): the posterior is p(x|dk , Λ∗ ) = p(dk |x)p(x|Λ∗ )/ p(d|x)p(x|Λref ).
We exploit prior measurements via
R
p(dk |x) dΛp(x|Λ)p(Λ|{dk })
R
p(x|dk , {d}) = R
dxp(dk |x) dΛp(x|Λ)p(Λ|{dk })
In this expression, the numerator

R

(2.16)

dΛp(x|Λ)p(Λ|{dk }) is the posterior predictive distribution

described above.

2.3

Controlled tests with synthetic populations and measurements

To demonstrate our method can infer population parameters, we perform several validation
studies using toy models which mimic key features of real gravitational wave observations.
These completely controlled illustrations also let us highlight what can be inferred and why
about the mass and spin distribution, within the context of our approach. Finally, these examples allow us to demonstrate how population inference can strongly inform the interpretation
of individual future GW observations.

2.3.1

BNS mass and (aligned) spin distribution

For each component of a binary neutron star (BNS), observations of galactic pulsars suggest
that the component masses are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean 1.33M
standard deviation 0.09M

and

[195]. Observations of pulsars and theoretical models of pulsar

spin-down suggest that if both NS are not recycled, then their dimensionless spins will be
small [' O(0.05)]. Under the assumption that NS spins are parallel to their orbital angular
momentum, we construct a synthetic population drawn from this phenomenological model;
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construct synthetic observations for each binary, recovering 13 synthetic sources based on
a three-detector advanced LIGO/Virgo network using a threshold set by the second-mostsensitive detector’s recovered amplitude; perform full GW inference on each source using RIFT
[142]; and, with the resulting posterior distributions, use the techniques of Sec. 2.2 to infer the
underlying NS mass and spin distribution. In our reconstruction, we assume both components
of a NS binary are independently drawn from a Gaussian distribution with unknown mean
and variance; and with spins χi,z drawn from a beta distribution with unknown mean and
variance, such that |χi,z | ≤ 0.05.
Fig. 2.2 shows the synthetic measurements used as inputs in our calculation. These
synthetic measurements incorporate significant uncertainty in each source’s redshift, which
contributes to the overall uncertainty in each binary’s chirp mass. For each neutron star
in our synthetic population, we use the APR4 equation of state to calculate each neutron
star’s tidal deformability λi = λ(m|APR4). We generate and recover our synthetic sources
with IMRPhenomD_NRTidal [74]. Fig. 2.3 compares our recovered NS mass and spin
distribution. When inferring source parameters, our waveform model and parameter inferences
include the effects of NS tides, treating each NS tidal deformability λi as a free parameter.
Despite considerable uncertainties in each measurement, each BNS observation constrains that
binary’s chirp mass reasonably well, to an accuracy σMc ' 0.05M , dominated by uncertainty
in source redshift. Because GW measurements are only weakly informative about the mass
ratio, these measurements each constrain the total mass to be m1 + m2 ' 26/5 Mc to an
accuracy σMc 26/5 ; averaging all such observations, we can deduce the mean NS mass m̄. With
n = 13 such measurements, we expect to constrain the mean mass of the population to a 1
q
√
2 212/5 /4 + σ 2 / n ' 0.027M , which compares favorably
standard deviation accuracy σM
c
to 0.02M , the standard deviation of our Bayesian estimate for m̄ . (A similar analysis
shows that we constrain the NS population standard deviation σm almost entirely through
these one-dimensional chirp mass constraints.) Because GW measurements have a smaller
statistical uncertainty than the astrophysical population width in total mass, the accuracy to
which we constrain the mean NS mass is dominated by a simple frequentist error estimate
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Figure 2.2: Source information for our synthetic BNS population: For each synthetic signal
used in the BNS population reconstruction calculation described in Sec. 2.3.1, these two
panels show the true injected source-frame parameters (as crosses) and posterior distributions
(contours of their 95% highest posterior density regions). Each color corresponds to a different
source. Source parameters have been inferred using full Bayesian parameter inference via
RIFT, as described in the text.
√
(σ/ n), allowing us to reliably project the information we will extract about NS masses from
future GW observations.
The measurement accuracy for GW measurements of BNS has been long known [202],
and their implications for astrophysics (e.g., mass and BNS spin distributions) have been
immediately apparent; see, e.g., [114, 192, 274] and references therein. We provide the first endto-end demonstration of how well binary NS population parameters can be measured, using a
detailed waveform model at a level where waveform systematics should not dramatically impact
the mass, spin, or tidal parameter inferences being performed. By contrast, many previous
studies focusing on NS tidal deformation have demonstrated that waveform systematics could
bias inferences [85, 139, 259], if not controlled. Only recently have systematic errors between
waveform models diminished enough to enable consistent infererence; see, e.g., [249].
Reliable population inference allows us to draw informed conclusions about future measurements, using previous observations as prior input. Particularly for cases like NS binaries where individual measurements can be weakly informative and produce highly correlated
constraints on NS parameters, these prior inputs enable much sharper constraints on astrophysical parameters. As a concrete example, Fig. 2.4 shows inferences about one parameter
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Figure 2.3: Recovered properties of NS mass and spin distribution: For the synthetic population of BNS sources illustrated in Fig. 2.2, this figure shows the recovered mass distribution
(top figure) and spin distribution parameters (bottom figure) derived using the Gaussian mass
and β-distribution spin model described in the text. The solid line indicates the median distribution; the shaded regions indicate the 68% and 95% credible intervals. Red dashed lines
denote the true underlying distribution. In the case of spin, note that the truth is a delta function at zero, so it would require an infinite number of detections to fall within the constraints
on this plot.
(Λ̃ =

16
13 [(m1

+ 12m2 )m41 λ1 + (m2 + 12m1 )m42 λ2 ]/(m1 + m2 )5 ) of one of our synthetic NS

binaries, where the inferences are performed in isolation (blue line) and using information
obtained from all other NS observations in our sample about NS masses and spins (but not
tides Λ̃, which are presumed arbitrary and spin). Because our other measurements have allowed us to strongly constrain the NS population’s mass and spin distribution, we can exploit
correlations between our inferences about these parameters and the NS tidal deformability to
more tightly constrain this parameter. In this way, even though only the strongest few GW
measurements will provide most of the information about NS tides and the nuclear EOS, by
exploiting population measurements we expect to more efficiently draw conclusions using all
available information about the NS population.

2.3.2

BBH mass and (precessing) spin distribution

To assess our ability to simultaneously constrain both the mass and spin distribution of binary black holes using GW observations, we constructed a synthetic population drawn from
our fiducial BBH population model, with parameters as described in Table 2.1. Following the
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Figure 2.4: Population measurement enables sharper constraints on NS tides: Cumulative
posterior distribution of Λ̃ for one of the synthetic sources in our BNS population model.
Blue curve shows a single-event analysis, not exploiting information about the mass and spin
distribution from other events; red curve shows an analysis based on Eq. (2.16) that employs
our best estimate for the underlying mass and spin distribution, as constrained from the
population of events in our BNS synthetic sample.
Quantity
Synthetic pop.
Prior range
Prior dist.

R
Gpc−3 yr
100
[10−1 , 106 ]
LU

αm
0.8
[−5, 5]
U

mmin
M
5
[5, 5]
U

mmax
M
40
[30, 195]
U

αχ

βχ

σχ

1.1
[10−4 , 104 ]
LU

5.5
[10−4 , 104 ]
LU

0.4
[10−2 , 102 ]
LU

Table 2.1: Synthetic BBH population model: This table shows the parameters of the population model family we adopt to generate and recover a synthetic binary black hole population
as described in Sec. 2.3.2. The population is characterized by an overall BBH merger rate
R; a power-law slope αm for the primary mass, between mmin and mmax ; a beta distribution
for spin magnitude, characterized by the two parameters α, β [Eq (2.10)]; and a characteristic
misalignment σχ for the angle between BH spins and the orbital angular momentum at our
reference frequency [Eq. (2.11)]. This analysis also fixes the maximum allowed total mass
Mmax (i.e., m1 + m2 ≤ Mmax ) to 200M . In this model, both black hole spins are assumed
drawn independently from the same distribution. The second row shows the values of these
parameters used to generate our synthetic population. The third row shows the range of parameter space we explore when attempting to reproduce our data. The fourth row shows the
prior distribution adopted for each parameter (key: “U” is uniform, “LU” is log-uniform), all
assumed a priori independent; in this row, “log-uniform” implies the prior distribution for any
variable x is uniform as a function of log x [i.e., p(x) ∝ 1/x]. Note that for simplicity we have
assumed the minimum mass is known.
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Figure 2.5: Source information for our synthetic BBH population: For each synthetic signal
used in the BH population reconstruction calculation described in Sec. 2.3.2, these two panels
show the true injected source-frame parameters (as crosses) and posterior distributions (contours of their 95% highest posterior density regions). Each color corresponds to a different
source.

procedure described in Appendix 2.B, we drew freely from this population, then selected a subsample based on their relative probability of detection, producing 25 events based on 300 days
of synthetic observation at O1 sensitivity. For both the synthetic population and sensitivity
model, we approximate V T by neglecting any effects of spin, as a self-consistent leading-order
approximation. For each event, we generated 1000 fair draws from a synthetic posterior distribution, using the procedure described in Appendix 2.A. These synthetic or “mock” posterior
distributions mimic the effects of full GW parameter inference, but by construction only explicitly constrain the binary chirp mass, mass ratio, and effective spin χeff of each event. Fig.
2.5 shows the specific source population and synthetic posteriors used in this analysis. Using
these synthetic posterior distributions, we apply the population inference procedure described
in Sec. 2.2 to produce our best estimates for the population parameters responsible for our
synthetic observations. As summarized in Table 2.1, our model has parameters

Λ ≡ (R, αm , mmin , mmax , αχ , βχ , σχ ).

(2.17)

To be consistent with the priors adopted in other work [3], we express our results after reweighting to correspond to a Jeffries prior on the rate [π(R) ∝ R−1/2 ]. Even with only 25 events
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drawn from a preferentially low-spin population, our calculations show that GW measurements
should strongly constrain the mass and spin distribution of binary black holes
Fig. 2.6 shows how well we can determine the merger rate versus binary masses, such as
the primary mass. Notably and in good agreement with previous work, we find we can strongly
constrain the maximum detectable mass in the population [88, 230]. Following the discussion
Sec. 2.2.5, however, we emphasize that while the maximum detectable mass—demarcated by a
sharp cutoff in the observed population—is well constrained, the parameters R, mmax , αm have
a degeneracy: as shown in Fig. 2.6, a population with extremely few but very massive BHs
is hard to rule out, enabling larger mmax to be consistent with our synthetic observations.
Additionally and for the first time, we demonstrate how to self-consistently compute both
the overall event rate distribution, including Poisson error, while simultaneously constraining
the mass distribution. Previous investigations have used specially devised calculations which
marginalize over the event rate distribution, producing results that (for a suitable Jeffries prior)
are consistent with our results for the marginal mass distribution. As desmonstrated in Fig.
2.6, to produce a self-consistent rate distribution, due to strong correlations between the event
rate and mass distribution, we must simultaneously measure the mass-dependent merger rate
in the local universe. Because the correlation between the event rate and mass distribution
arises through the expected number of events, we can provide a simple analytic model for the
correlation between the mass distribution and event rate, as described in Appendix 2.C.
With 25 events, our population model has enough information to produce strong constraints on the underlying phenomenological distributions, even for parameters such as spin
which are weakly constrained by individual measurements. Fig. 2.7 illustrates how informative
these constraints can be about the spin distribution. This figure compares the true marginal
distribution of q, χeff for the BH-BH population to our best (posterior predictive) estimate of
that distribution. Even with only a few tens of detections, the estimate traces the general
structure of the true distribution. In particular, we can clearly and unambiguously identify
that a bias in the χeff distribution toward positive values suggests an underlying tendency
toward alignment. Of course, our synthetic observations were intentionally drawn from the
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model family we use to fit it; in general, the underlying astrophysical distribution may have
a form outside the model family we adopt, introducing small biases into our interpretation.
Nonetheless, our analysis substantially generalizes previous proof-of-concept demonstrations
on how well BH measurements can measure BH spin distributions, not being limited to a
single spin magnitude, a discrete and restrictive family of orientation distributions, or similar
strong prior adopted in previous investigations [227, 258].
Even with only 25 events, we strongly constrain the BH spin distribution, in both magnitude and orientation (Fig. 2.8). As described in Appendix 2.C in greater quantitative detail,
these two constraints are easily understood. For this synthetic analysis, the upper limit on
spin follows from the χeff distribution of recovered sources. Since our synthetic observations
included no events with large χeff , we can be confident BH spins are not extremely large, since
by chance we ought to have found one large value of χeff out of 25, even allowing for uncertainty in how they are oriented. Similarly, because our synthetic population is preferentially
aligned (σ = 0.4), the recovered population shown in Fig. 2.2 has a χeff distribution biased
toward positive values. Using Eq. (2.14) for χeff , the bias in χeff inevitably implies cos θ is
preferentially positive and, as described in Appendix 2.C, allows us to limit σ.
In this analysis, we employ conservative synthetic posteriors which assume only the chirp
mass, mass ratio, and effective spin can be constrained with GW measurements. Precessing,
coalescing binaries can produce a rich symphony of gravitational waves just prior to and
during merger, reflecting complex binary dynamics and strong-field multimodal radiation.
Given the high expected event rate in ongoing gravitational wave surveys, we expect that
future observations will provide clear examples of precessional dynamics, if nature produces
them, and that these measurements will allow us to much more sharply constrain the BH
spin distribution. However, for massive BH binaries, model systematics complicate attempts
to measure BH parameters, including spin. We will conduct full end-to-end calculations with
synthetic data and state of the art models in future work.
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Figure 2.6: Inferred merger rate versus mass: This figure shows how our estimated merger
rate versus mass compares with the known distribution used to generate our synthetic source
population. For a more thorough statistical test, see the P –P plots in Appendix 2.D. Top left:
This group of figures represents the one- and two-dimensional marginal posterior distributions
for R, αm , and mmax , with the true values overlaid as blue crosshairs. Top right: This group
of figures represents the one- and two-dimensional marginal posterior distributions for m∗1 ,
Rp(m∗1 ), and Rp(15M ), with the true values overlaid as blue crosshairs. Bottom left: In this
figure, the red dashed line shows the characteristic merger rate associated with a given mass
scale [m1 Rp(m1 )] versus primary mass m1 . The black line shows the median inferred value,
and the two gray shaded regions show the symmetric 68% and 95% credible regions. Bottom
right: The solid lines in this figure show our posterior predictive distribution p(mi |D): the
best estimate for the probability of a future event being detected having masses mi . In this
figure, blue and green correspond to the primary and secondary masses. For comparison, the
dotted lines show the true astrophysical distribution.
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Figure 2.7: Recovering the true mass ratio and χeff distribution: A comparison between
the underlying truth (black solid contours) and the inferred posterior predictive (red dashed
contours) for the q, χeff marginal distribution. The inner (outer) contour for each denotes the
50% (90%) highest probability density credible region.

Figure 2.8: Inferred spin distribution derived from synthetic BBH observations: The top panel
shows our inferences about the total BH spin; the bottom panel shows our inferences about
BH spin-orbit misalignment. In both panels, the red dashed lines show the underlying distribution, while the black solid lines and shaded regions show the median recovered parameter
distribution. To a first approximation, the constraints on spin magnitude and misalignment
are as needed for the population model to reproduce the mass and χeff distribution of the
underlying population as shown in Fig. 2.7.
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2.4

Analysis of reported observational results

To date, five confident binary black hole mergers have been reported: GW150914 [8], GW151226 [4],
GW170104 [5], GW170608 [239], and GW170814 [241] – the latter discovered jointly with the
Advanced Virgo instrument [16], Additionally, an astrophysically plausible candidate BBH
signal has been reported (LVT151012) [3]. In this section, we describe inferences about the
binary black hole population based on reported events, deduced from these reported observations and a simplified model for the network’s search sensitivity. For O1 events, most notably
for GW151226, we use full posterior inferences derived from GW data, provided by the LIGO
Scientific Collaboration. For O2 events, in lieu of full posterior inferences, we use the procedure
described in Appendix 2.A to generate synthetic posterior distributions which closely resemble the reported parameter estimates for mass and χeff . For simplicity as well as to enable a
concrete illustration of our method using real data, we will produce estimates under the (unwarranted) assumption that reported O2 results available to date represent a comprehensive
and fair sample of binary black holes seen during LIGO’s O2 observing run. In these estimates, we assume O1 and O2 share a common sensitive volume V as estimated in Sec. 2.2.3,
with observing duration TO1 = 48.6 days [3] and TO2 = 117 days [243]. Keeping in mind model
systematics such as the omission of a salient feature in the mass distribution can demonstrably
strongly bias recovered model parameters [88, 231], as well as sample incompleteness for our
O2-scale analysis, in Table 2.2 we provide our inferences about the O1 and O2 population
within the context of the fiducial BBH population model described in Sec. 2.3.2. For O2 in
particular, we emphasize the simplified V T and non final sample used in that analysis, which
is provided solely for illustration and to connect to previously published investigations about
O2-scale events [83, 88, 270]; applying our methods to final O2 results with real samples and
carefully calibrated V T could produce substantially different astrophysical conclusions.
Fig. 2.9 shows our best estimates for the merger rate of BH-BH binaries of different masses,
inferred within the context of the model described in Table 2.1 and demonstrated on synthetic
data in Sec. 2.3.2. Naturally, we estimate an overall BH-BH merger rate and mass distribution
consistent with previously reported results [3]. Using a Jeffries’ prior for the merger rate, we
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Figure 2.9: Inferences about astrophysical binary BH mass distribution: Inferences about the
merger rate versus mass of coalescing BH-BH binaries, using only O1 observations (dashed
orange) and using O1 and reported O2 observations (solid purple), for simplicity assuming the
latter represent a comprehensive and fair sample. We apply an asterisk (O2* ) to all O2 results,
to highlight the nonfinal sample, simplified sensitivity model V T , and mocked-up posteriors
used in this proof-of-concept analysis. The panels in this figure follow the format of Fig. 2.6
for representing one- and two-dimensional marginal posterior distributions.

O1
O2*

R
Gpc−3 yr−1
122+291
−96
···

αm
2.8+1.4
−2.5
1.9+1.5
−2.0

mmax
M
70+110
−30
39+98
−6

E[χ]

Std[χ]

log10 σχ

χeff

χ

0.28+0.31
−0.15
0.24+0.21
−0.12

0.02+0.25
−0.02
0.01+0.19
−0.01

0.1–9.5
0.3–9.4

0.00+0.24
−0.24
0.00+0.19
−0.19

0.03–0.68
0.04–0.49

Table 2.2: Inferences about astrophysical binary BH model parameters: This table provides
90% credible intervals for the underlying parameters of our fiducial BBH population model,
applied to O1 and reported O2 observations as described in the text. Parameters with clear
unimodal structure are represented by their median and the widths of their 90% symmetric
probability confidence interval, whereas we only report the 90% upper and lower limits for
more poorly constrained parameters. For the spin magnitude distribution, rather than show
the (highly correlated) credible intervals for the underlying sampling variables αχ , βχ , we
instead show credible intervals for the mean value of χ and the standard deviation of χ.
We also show the posterior predictive range of spin magnitudes χ and effective spins χeff . We
apply an asterisk (O2* ) to all O2 results, to highlight the nonfinal sample, simplified sensitivity
model V T , and mocked-up posteriors used in this proof-of-concept analysis.
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Figure 2.10: Inferences about astrophysical binary BH spin distribution. Left: Our best
estimates for the binary BH spin magnitude distribution (PPD) based on O1 (dashed orange)
and O2 (solid purple) observations. We apply an asterisk (O2* ) to all O2 results, to highlight
the non final sample, simplified sensitivity model V T , and mocked-up posteriors used in this
proof-of-concept analysis. Due to the low characteristic spin and within the context of the
information used in this analysis, these observations remain uninformative about BH spin-orbit
orientations. Right: Our best estimates for the binary BH spin distribution, as expressed using
our model hyperparameters, for O1 and O2.
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−3 −1
find R = 122+291
based on O1. For O2, we find uncertainty in the event rate is
−96 Gpc yr

reduced by roughly a factor of 2, both through reduced Poisson error (e.g., six instead of three
events) and through sharper constraints on the mass distribution (e.g., reducing prospects
for a large maximum mass). Our result for O1 is more conservative (wider) than the power−3 −1
law result reported previously in Abbott et al. [3], 97+135
−67 Gpc yr , because we employ

a more flexible model and therefore incorporate more model systematics, notably including
the correlation between event rate and mass spectrum and also the impact of the upper
mass cutoff. Conversely, if we employ consistent assumptions, we arrive at the same answers
previously reported for O1 [3]. As we adopt a merger rate model that reduces to previously
investigated power laws, by design we reproduce the analysis reported in [88]: the events
reported during O2 suggest the absence of very massive BHs in the observable population.2
For this reason our inferences about the mass spectrum exponent αm are considerably wider
than prior work which does not take a possible upper mass cutoff into account. Even with the
small sample publicly reported so far, our analysis corroborates the analysis in [88] that O2scale GW measurements could be weakly informative about the maximum mass of coalescing
BHs.
As demonstrated in several previous investigations [83, 270], we know that BHs in merging
binaries likely have low typical spin. For example, based on the distribution of χeff , Farr
et al. [83] argued that several members of a discrete array of candidate spin orientations
(aligned or isotropic) and magnitude distributions are inconsistent with observations to date,
and that BH spins were likely randomly oriented or small. Later, Wysocki and collaborators
[270] demonstrated that, if binary black holes arose from isolated binaries whose spins were
weakly misaligned by SN natal kicks, then only relatively small BH natal spins were consistent
with observations available at the time. As shown in Fig. 10, with more events available to
our analysis, and using much more flexible models, we can draw sharper and more generic
conclusions about the BH spin distribution, even using only six reported events. First and
foremost, exactly as seen with synthetic data, the absence of large χeff allows us to with
2

While our assumptions about the mass distribution model have modestly changed relative to Fishbach et
al. [88], we reproduce their results when adopting the same inputs and mass model.
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increasing confidence bound above the fraction of BHs in merging binaries that have large
spin. Too, because collectively the observed population distribution of χeff remains nearly
symmetrically distributed around zero, we can with increasing confidence bound the fraction
of binaries that are preferentially aligned and with modest spin. With at least one BH known
to have spin (GW151226) and for simplicitly assuming the BH spin and mass distribution are
uncorrelated, we are led to weakly disfavor scenarios where BHs are preferentially aligned (i.e.,
small σ is disfavored). We emphasize, however, that this conclusion is driven by the absence of
strong support for any spin in all but one binary (GW151226). We would arrive at the same
nominal conclusion for a comparable number of random draws from a binary population model
with perfectly aligned binaries with small BH spins. Future and more informative observations
of BH binaries could significantly alter this conclusion.

2.5

Discussion

In this work, we present concrete examples for how well just a handful of GW measurements
can improve our phenomenology of the BH mass and spin distribution. Our examples include
real observational data from LIGO’s O1 and (an incomplete sample from) O2 observing run,
suggesting current observations could be on the cusp of constraining BH spins and maximum
masses. We provide simple estimates to understand how well these parameters have been
constrained, allowing the reader to extrapolate to larger sample sizes. For example, in the
absence of positive support for spin, the upper limit on BH spin will decrease rapidly, allowing
us to place strong upper limits for (or enable discovery of) BH natal spin.
Because each empirical marginal distribution possesses an infinite number of degrees of freedom, any phenomenological parametrization such as our own can quickly be exhausted by the
data [186], particularly when the population must reproduce multiple observational features.
In the short run, therefore, we anticipate a fully generic and regularized infinite-dimensional
approach will soon be required to adequately reproduce the thousands of events that even
the current generation of instruments will discover. A fully generic approach, however, can
easily be misled, not least because GW measurements are subject to many subtle strong-field
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systematics due to model incompleteness. For example, a waveform approximation widely
used for rapid parameter inference of binary black holes (IMRPv2 [115]) omits astrophysically
critical degrees of freedom—the calculation allows for only one precessing spin instead of the
two necessary to fully describe the dynamics—and demonstrably has systematic errors large
enough to shift posterior distributions for O3-scale events by an appreciable fraction of their
statistically expected extent [142, 261]. To illustrate the pernicious impact of these systematic
biases, we can consider a simple order-of-magnitude estimate: a single quantity, with intrinsic
Gaussian distribution of mean µ and width σ, being observed multiple times by an apparatus
with a (Gaussian, random) measurement error ∆x and bias δx. The bias will be important
√
√
when it influences our best estimate of the average (i.e., when δx & σ 2 + ∆x2 / N ). Applying this order-of-magnitude approach to GW measurements, we expect that after only a
few tens of binary mergers, these modeling systematics will progressively contaminate the interpretation of coalescing binaries, as posterior biases in each event become reflected in biases
in the inferred population distribution. Waveform systematics will be even more important
because BH spins appear to be small: greater accuracy is needed to separate the secular effects
of spin. In this work, when carrying out a full parameter inference, we use the newly developed
RIFT parameter inference engine [142] to produce posteriors. We will discuss the impact of
waveform systematics on BH spin misalignment measurements in future work.

2.6

Conclusions

We have introduced a flexible, ready-to-use, and self-consistent parametric method to estimate
the compact binary merger rate as a function of binary parameters, specifically emphasizing
mass and spin. Unlike prior work, our procedure self-consistently estimates the merger rate and
binary parameter distribution, accounting for statistical sampling error, measurement error,
and selection bias. Using this procedure, we show by example that only a handful of NSNS and BH-BH measurements can enable strong constraints on their respective populations
via GW observations alone. Even in the astrophysically likely scenario of small BH spin,
we emphasize that just a few measurements will enable sharp constraints on the BH spin
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distribution. Interpreting current observations, we show that GW measurements are already
beginning to place astrophysically interesting constraints on the spin of BHs. We reproduce
prior results about the lack of reported BHs at high mass and its implications for the BH mass
spectrum. Finally, particularly in our appendix, we explain how to extrapolate toward the
measurement prospects available in the very near future.
The procedure described here assumes all sources have been unambiguously resolved from
observational data, omitting any treatment of source significance aside from a naive selection
bias. Farr et al. [82] demonstrated and popularized an approach to self-consistently perform
the detection and population inference process, estimating the foreground and background
distributions simultaneously; see also [47, 151, 169]. Recently, Gaebel and collaborators [100]
developed a concrete procedure to apply this technique to gravitational wave observations.
Owing to many deep similarities between our strategies, we anticipate we will shortly incorporate this technique in our own analysis.
The approach described here also employs several strong assumptions about the (lack of)
correlations between model parameters. For example, our fiducial BH model assumes the
mass-dependent BH merger rate is independent of redshift; that BH masses and spins are
completely independent; and that BH spin misalignment and spin magnitudes are likewise
uncorrelated. We will explore more physically motivated correlations in future work.
In the long run, phenomenology is only as sound as the underlying parametrization. Previous analyses have repeatedly shown that adopting an overly restrictive model will produce
biased results, as demonstrated by Fishbach et al (with the maximum mass) [88] and Talbot
et al [231] (with the shape of the maximum mass cutoff). With sufficient data, a suitably
regularized infinite-dimensional parametrization will make unintended systematic biases less
frequent. Mature methods for infinite-dimensional or nonparametric inference exist [101, 106,
193], beginning with simple infinite-dimensional parametrizations plus smoothing priors or
with Gaussian processes [211]. Early investigations have applied nonparametric methods to
GW population estimates [160, 265]. However, because the GW signal is so rich, many parameters can be measured for each event, several of which are believed to be correlated in most
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astrophysical formation scenarios. These correlations should be more sharply identified with
strong theoretical priors for the immediate future.
Finally, several technical improvements can make this approach faster and more robust.
For example, we can perform inference on all events simultaneously, using direct estimates of
the likelihood `(λ) naturally reported by RIFT, to ensure any population inferences are not
limited by the compact support of fiducial priors. Using accelerated general-purpose inference
engines, we expect to dramatically accelerate the speed with which our population inferences
are provided, with a long-term goal of enabling low-latency population-informed identification
and classification of candidate sources.
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2.A

Mock posterior distributions for precessing binaries

We test our code using synthetic or “mock” posterior distributions for binary black hole parameters, designed to mimic the results of full end-to-end Bayesian inference on synthetic data.
For the mock BBH posterior distributions constructed in this work, we adopt a very simple
approximation, motivated by decades of experience suggesting that for short BBH signals the
likelihood for gravitational wave signals is nearly Gaussian in three coordinates (Mc , η, χeff )
and does not strongly constrain any other degrees of freedom. Specifically, if λ0 are the true
binary parameters and ρ is the true network signal amplitude; if Γab = h∂a h|∂b hi is the Fisher
matrix for the binary parameters λ, evaluated at λ = λ0 and for a signal amplitude ρ using a fiducial detector power spetcrum; and if p(λ) is the prior distribution on λ, then we
approximate the posterior distribution by a distribution proportional to
e−Γab (λ−λ∗ )a (λ−λ∗ )b pref (λ)

(2.18)

where λ∗ is a fixed random realization from a normal distribution with mean λ0 and covariance
matrix Γ−1 . We generate samples from this distribution via Monte Carlo techniques. We
evaluate the approximate Fisher matrix Γ using the effective Fisher technique [54, 55, 192],
applied to a nonprecessing binary waveform model assigned the same values of Mc , η, χeff (i.e.,
via χ1,z = χ2,z = χeff ).
This approximate posterior distribution has several distinct advantages. First and foremost, it captures in Γab the strong, parameter-dependent, and well-understood correlations
between the variables that most significantly impact the GW inspiral signal, while simultaneously populating all intrinsic binary parameters. For example, it captures the shape of the
posterior distribution in mass ratio and spin while correctly accounting for parameter boundary effects, as described in [179]. Second, it accounts via λ∗ for the effect of random noise
realizations, which impact the best-fitting parameters associated with each set of synthetic
data. By including an explicit prior pref (λ), it allows us to carefully adopt fiducial prior
assumptions, which have a substantial impact on inferred binary masses and spins.
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A ready-to-use implementation of this algorithm is available.3
For simplicity, in this implementation, no cosmological effects are applied. If used unaltered, this approximate posterior applies either if cosmological redshift effects are small
compared to the width of the distribution in mass (i.e., bias is small compared to the statistical uncertainty) or if these ambiguity distributions are used to approximate the source-frame
ambiguity function. Cosmological effects dominate the accuracy to which a binary neutron
star’s chirp mass can be measured; to be used in such a scenario, this approximation must be
refined to reflect the significant impact of the sources’ unknown redshift.

3

See https://git.ligo.org/daniel.wysocki/synthetic-PE-posteriors.
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2.B

Mock populations

To generate a synthetic population of events, we employ the following procedure. Using O1
sensitivity, and a detection criterion of ρ > 8 in a single interferometer, we used our estimate
of V and a fiducial observation time T to compute the expected number of events µ. Using
the Poisson distribution, we select a total number of events N to observe. We assumed each
detected binary had a network SNR drawn from a power law p(ρnetwork ) ∝ ρ−4
network , with a
lower cutoff of 12 (roughly corresponds to 8 in two detectors).
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2.C
2.C.1

Overview of key phenomenological constraints
How well can we measure distribution hyperparameters?

Classical frequentist statistical methods provide a quick way to assess how rapidly observations
will constrain model hyperparameters. For example, the sample mean of maximum likelihood
estimators converges rapidly to the true mean, and (to a first approximation) the sample
variance is approximately χ2 distributed. Thus, by adopting the mean and variance of our
underlying distributions as coordinates on the space Λ of hyperparameters, we can estimate
how efficiently observations will constrain them. For example, if we account for measurement
q
√
error, we can measure the mean spin to an accuracy V (χ) + σχ2 / N where V (χ) is the
variance of the spin magnitude distribution and σχ is the typical spin measurement accuracy
for the mass range of interest [typically O(0.3)]. Because of sharp cutoffs, the maximum and
minimum masses have a qualitatively different behavior; see, e.g., [20]. Both the maximum
and minimum masses are best estimated using the most extreme individual event, with an
accuracy converging as 1/N . In our context—the power-law mass distribution—the accuracy
with which these maximum masses can be determined scales directly with the number of events
in a given region. We therefore expect the maximum mass can be determined to an accuracy
of order mmax /N ; the appropriate scale factor can be calibrated to detailed analyses of the
kind performed in Section 2.3. Similarly, as described below in Appendix 2.C.2, we can use
the observed range of χeff to constrain spin magnitudes and misalignments.
While providing a useful order-of-magnitude estimate into how well we can measure distribution parameters, the simple estimates above become cumbersome when trying to capture
correlations between our phenomenological parameters, notably the event rate and mass distribution. Following [186], we assess how well we can distinguish model hyperparameters from
the (expected) log-likelihood as a function of model hyperparameters Λ of
 Z

hln Li = −µ∗ + µ∗ ln dλp(d|λ)Rp(λ|Λ)

(2.19)

∗

where the expectation is performed relative to some reference model characterized by paramChapter 2. Phenomenological population modeling
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eters Λ∗ such that p∗ (λ) ≡ p(λ|Λ∗ ) and µ∗ = µ(Λ∗ ). Rather than work in full generality, we
perform a Taylor series expansion of the likelihood around the local maximum, characterizing
the second order term by its inverse covariance or Fisher matrix Γab
1
hln Li ' ln L∗ − Γαβ (Λ − Λ∗ )α (Λ − Λ∗ )β
2

(2.20)

√
If γk are eigenvalues of Γ, then hyperparameters can be measured to an accuracy 1/ γk , which
√
scales as 1/ N for N the number of observed events.

We first illustrate this technique in the idealized case of zero measurement error, following
previous work [186] which characterized differences between two distributions q, p using the KL
R
divergence DKL (p|q) ≡ p(x) ln[p(x)/q(x)]dx. The marginalized log likelihood only depends
on model hyperparameters Λ through the KL divergence between our proposed model µ, p
(which depends on Λ) and the reference model µ∗ , p∗ (which does not):
hln Li = −DKL (µ∗ |µ) − µ∗ DKL (p∗ |p) + const.

(2.21)

As a result, the Fisher matrix has two model-dependent terms, each reflecting second derivatives of DKL with respect to model parameters:
(zero)

Γαβ

(µ)

(p)

= Γα,β + µ∗ Γαβ

(2.22)

where the first term arises from differences in the observed number; where the second term
reflects differences in shape; and where we use the fact that DKL has a local minimum
(of 0) when the two distributions are equal to eliminate cross terms. Thus, we can evaluate the Fisher matrix simply by computing KL divergences and carrying out the necessary
derivatives. For example, for the mass power-law model with fixed mass range, p(m|α) =
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C(α, m+ , m− )m−α
1 /(m1 − m− ), the KL divergence DKL (p∗ , p) becomes
Z
p(x|α∗ ) ln p(x|α∗ )/p(x|α)

(2.23)

= (α − α∗ )hln xiα∗ + ln C(α∗ )/C(α)

(2.24)

DKL (α∗ |α) ≡

where the conditional average is hf iα ≡

R

dxf (x)p(x|α). In this expression, only the last term

− ln C(α) does not cancel in ∂α2 DKL (α∗ |α).
Again using the same concrete power-law example, we next use this technique to show
how, because µ [Eq. (2.6)] and the mass distribution can be independently constrained, the
“overall event rate” R and the mass distribution are correlated. Representing µ = eX , the
second derivative of DKL (µ∗ |µ) becomes [186]
1
DKL ' µ∗ (∂a X)(∂b X)(Λ − Λ∗ )a (Λ − Λ∗ )b
2

(2.25)

For the power-law model described above, the only two derivatives needed are ∂ln R X = 1
and ∂α X = ∂α ln hV T iα , the latter of which can be well approximated by −1. This term
introduces correlations between the rate variable (ln R) and shape (α). Conversely, using
coordinates µ and α to characterize the observed population, by construction our inferred
posterior distribution on the total number and mass distribution are uncorrelated.
Roughly speaking, the effects of measurement error add in quadrature in the Fisher matrix:
Γ = Γ(zero) + Γ(measure)

(2.26)

We can therefore refine the estimates provided above to incorporate simple estimates of GW
measurement errors and their correlations. For the simple power-law estimate described above,
however, these measurement errors are relatively small compared to the range of the distribution, unless α is very large.
In the above order-of-magnitude discussion, we have not accounted for parameter-dependent
selection bias. To a good first approximation, GW selection bias enters only through the
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masses, roughly as the (chirp) mass to a power. We can therefore treat the observed population
as a (different) power law, which observations constrain to an accuracy loosely characterized
by the analysis above.
Therefore, for the power-law mass distribution, we expect the posterior distribution of (log)
rate and powerlaw exponent will be correlated and follow a Gaussian distribution characterized
by the inverse covariance




−1
1

Γ ' µ

2
−1 1 + 2∂α ln C(α)

(2.27)

relative to the coordinates (ln R, α), if we adopt a uniform prior on α and ln R. This expression
captures the correlations between the rate and mass ratio seen in our inferences, when only
varying the total event rate and mass ratio.

2.C.2

Semianalytic model for constraints on the spin magnitude and misalignment distribution

In this paper, for the purposes of illustration and as a leading-order approximation suitable
for the BH-BH binaries reported to date, we adopt three simplifying approximations: that the
sensitive volume depends weakly on spin; that GW measurements will only constrain χeff ; and
that the underlying mass and spin distributions of BH-BH binaries are uncorrelated. In this
framework of approximations, only χeff measurements and hence the underlying χeff distribution of the population determines how well we can distinguish between population models via
spin measurements. Within this framework, we can simply and largely analytically estimate
how much information we gain about the BH spin distribution from repeated measurements.
In our synthetic model (and nature) where BH spins appear to be small, the first few
measurements will principally inform our upper limit on the BH spin distribution, via the
absence of observations consistent with large χeff . For example, in our synthetic model, the
90% upper limit expected in 25 events is χeff < 0.31; for our inferred posterior predictive
distribution based on all published events, it is 0.19. In Fig. 2.C.1, we use a simple toy model
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Figure 2.C.1: Why χeff measurements constrain the maximum spin: cumulative distribution
function for χeff for toy models with isotropic spins and uniform spin magnitude distributions
limited by 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . .. In the top panel, the vertical lines, corresponding to 0.51/3 and
0.51/25 , indicate the locus of points in each cumulative distribution function we can begin to
constrain with the absence of events above X with 3 and 25 events, respectively. In the bottom
panel, the lines have been changed to 0.91/3 and 0.91/25 , respectively.
to illustrate how upper limits loosely inform our estimates of the BH spin distribution. In this
model, we assume each BH in a binary has a random spin magnitude drawn from a uniform
distribution between 0 and χmax , randomly (isotropically) oriented, for binaries with a random
mass ratio uniformly drawn between 0.1 and 1. This figure shows the cumulative distribution of
χeff implied by these assumptions, for different choices of χmax . These cumulative distributions
are well approximated by analytic expressions for the cumulative distribution of χ1,z and χeff
under these assumptions; see [142] for concrete expressions. For comparison, the vertical
shaded regions show the largest values of χeff which have significant support in our synthetic
sample (χeff . 0.5), consistent with the largest plausible spins reported for O1 and O2 events.
The lack of support for large χeff in any observation to date strongly suggests that BH spins
cannot be large. Conversely, an observation of a binary with χeff bounded below by  (e.g.,
GW151226) implies that a significant fraction of BH spins must be greater than of order .
We emphasize that we provide these estimates (and perform our calculation within these
underlying approximations) to produce a conservative, well-understood benchmark for how well
the BH spin distribution can be constrained with present and future GW measurements. Real
GW measurements, particularly of low-mass or closer and therefore higher-amplitude BH-BH
mergers, will provide additional direct constraints on the other spin degrees of freedom.
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2.D

End-to-end tests of population hyperparameter recovery:
P –P plots

A standard technique to test Bayesian parameter inference codes is a probability-probability
or P –P plot. We employ this test both on our population inference engine and on the procedure for making synthetic observations. For our population inference code, we generate
k = 1 · · · 1000 synthetic BBH populations, each a fair draw from a set of population hyperparameters controlling the rate, mass and spin distribution. For each synthetic population, we
generate one random observing run with O1 LIGO sensitivity and T = 300 days coincident
observing time, by computing the expected number of detections µ [Eq. 2.6] and taking one
random Poisson draw p(nk ) ∝ e−µ µnk /nk !. We take nk detection-weighted binaries, generating parameter estimates according to the procedure in Appendix 2.B. We then apply our
population parameter inference code to generate posterior distributions on the population hyperparameters Λ, and from that one-dimensional marginal cumulative distributions P̂k,i (Λi ),
for each parameter Λi . It should be noted here that we used as our prior the same distribution that these population hyperparameters were drawn from, as anything else would produce
biases. Using the true hyperparameter values Λ∗k,i , we generate a single number for each hyperparameter P̂k,i (Λ∗k,i ). A P –P plot is the cumulative distribution of these P̂k,i (Λ∗k,i ). If
the code is behaving correctly, these should be uniformly distributed from 0 to 1: the plot
should be diagonal. The top panel of Fig. 2.D.1 shows the P –P plots for each of our model
hyperparameters.
In addition to our population inference code, we made P –P plots for our synthetic parameter estimation code, described in Appendix 2.B, as our population inference tests make use of
it. Here we generated k = 1 · · · 1000 synthetic BBH signals, drawing true values from the prior
we used for measuring the posteriors. We repeated the same process just described, making
posterior distributions on the intrinsic parameters λ, and evaluating the marginal cumulative
distribution functions at the true values λ∗k . P –P plots for some representations of the intrinsic
parameters are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.D.1.
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Figure 2.D.1: P –P plots for hyperparameter recovery. Top (bottom) panel shows the P –P
plot for population (single synthetic event) inferences.
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2.E

Post-O2 update

Here we present updated BBH population inference results, using the full set of LIGO/Virgo
BBH detections in GWTC-1 [148], originally published in The LIGO Scientific Collaboration
and the Virgo Collaboration [237]. Only triggers given the “GW” designation in GWTC-1—
corresponding to a probability of astrophysical origin (pastro ) greater than 50% in either of
the GstLAL [170, 218] or PyCBC [183, 254] searches—were included in this analysis. The
event with the lowest significance, GW170729, had pastro = 0.98 in GstLAL, and 0.52 in
PyCBC. This event stands out against the others, with its posterior distribution suggesting it
is more massive than any other detection, as well as it being the only high-mass event with χeff
confidently greater than zero. Due to its unique properties, we repeat some of our analyses
with GW170729 omitted, as a stability test.
The precise population models used in this appendix differ from what was used in the main
body. That same model has been used with a different prior distribution on the parameters,
and is hereby referred to as Model A. There is also an additional model, referred to as Model
B, which allows all of the hyperparameters originally specified in Equation 2.7 to be inferred.
See Table 2.E.1 for the full prior specifications.
Also differing from the main body is our treatment of selection effects. After tabulating
the sensitive volume V (m1 , m2 , χ1z , χ2z ), as described in Section 2.2.3, we re-calibrated the
mass dependence and total observing time against a more accurate estimate of the average
hV T i, as reported in GWTC-1 [148]. The calibration procedure is described in Wysocki and
O’Shaughnessy [267], specifically the “quadratic” prescription.
Model

αm

A
B

[-4, 12]
[-4, 12]

Mass Parameters
mmax
mmin
M
M
[30, 100]
5
[30, 100] [5, 10]

km
0
[-4, 12]

Spin Parameters
E[χ]
Var[χ]
σχ,i
[0, 1]
[0, 1]

[0, 0.25]
[0, 0.25]

[0, 4]
[0, 4]

Table 2.E.1: Summary of models used in Section 2.E, with the prior ranges for the population
parameters. The fixed parameters are in bold. Each of these distributions is uniform over the
stated range. The lower limit on mmin is chosen to be consistent with [148].
In Figure 2.E.1, we show the inferred mass and mass ratio distributions, under these two
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models. The hyperparameter posterior distributions are shown in Figure 2.E.2, and credible
intervals on each parameter are summarized in Table 2.E.2.
It is important to note that, as was the case in the main body, Model A has assumed
the shape of the mass ratio distribution, taking the conditional distribution p(q | m1 ) to be
uniform (i.e., km = 0). Allowing the distribution to vary as we do in Model B demonstrates
that this was a poor assumption, and that the data demonstrate a significant preference
towards equal mass systems with q = 1. We also note that Model A’s assumed minimum mass
of mmin = 5 M is disfavored by Model B, but not ruled out.

Figure 2.E.1: Inferred differential merger rate as a function of primary mass, m1 , and mass
ratio, q, for two different assumptions. For each of the two increasingly complex assumptions
A and B described in the text we show the PPD (dashed) and median (solid), plus 50% and
90% symmetric credible intervals (shaded regions), for the differential rate. The results shown
marginalize over the spin distribution model. The falloff at small masses in model B is driven
by our choice of the prior limits on the mmin parameter (see Table 2.E.1). Both models give
consistent mass distributions within their 90% credible intervals over a broad range of masses.
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Figure 2.E.2: One- and two-dimensional posterior distributions for the hyperparameters
describing Models A and B. Large values of αm correspond to a mass distribution which
rapidly decays with increasing mass. Large values of km correspond to a mass-ratio distribution
which prefers equal mass binaries. Also shown is the stability of Model A to the removal of
the GW170729 event.
Model
A
B

R
−3

αm
yr−1

Gpc
62.8+74.0
−33.3
51.8+55.3
−26.9

0.4+1.3
−1.9
1.2+1.4
−1.7

mmax
M
41.6+9.9
−4.4
40.6+10.8
−4.3

mmin
M
5
7.7+1.3
−2.4

km
0
7.0+4.6
−5.6

Table 2.E.2: Summary of credible intervals for the hyperparameters of the two considered
mass models. Fixed parameters in boldface.
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Chapter 3

Black hole coagulation
3.1

Introduction

The Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) [235] and Virgo
[15] detectors have and will continue to discover gravitational waves (GW) from coalescing binary black holes (BBHs) and neutron stars. So far, several tens of binary black hole detection
candidates have been reported in O3, LIGO’s current observing run, and several hundreds
more detections are expected over the next five years [3, 250]. As the cosmic census these
surveys provide grows more comprehensive, these observations will discriminate between formation scenarios of compact-object binaries. [44, 159, 180, 215]. A few formation scenarios
invoke “hierarchical” growth of binary black holes in which some black holes are themselves
products of previous mergers. These hierarchical mergers could occur in globular clusters [111,
203], AGN disks [see,e.g. 27, 165, 166, 272], or nuclear star clusters [23]. Alternatively, the
hierarchical merger components could have been produced in the early universe due to primordial density fluctuations forming primordial black holes [38, 58, 59]. Notably, hierarchical
growth produces distinctive signatures in the mass and spin distribution [89, 104, 133, 166,
272], the most generic of which is a population of spinning black holes. For some realizations
of these models’ parameters, several groups have made predictions about the black hole mass
and spin distribution [33, 166, 215]. Additional investigations have assessed whether existing
observations are compatible with these models, focusing on the individual event GW170729
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[52, 133, 272].
In this work, we introduce a generic, parameterized framework that accounts for binary
black holes which form through hierarchical mergers. The method treats black holes as particles in a box which undergo collisions based on an effective cross section. This framework
can incorporate a wide range of submodels and prescriptions, enabling one to create models
that are purely phenomenological or instead heavily based on detailed astrophysical investigations and simulations. We provide a concrete implementation of our framework, including
astrophysically realistic initial conditions. Using existing gravitational wave observations, we
perform Bayesian inference on our parameterized model.
Our paper is organized as follows. In §3.2, we describe our framework for hierarchical
mergers and some parameterizations within the framework, illustrating them with simple examples. We also describe our fiducial initial conditions for binary black hole populations. In
§3.3, we show how to constrain this parameterized model through comparison with gravitational wave observations from LIGO and Virgo’s first and second observing runs. In §3.4, we
discuss the results of our parameter inference on the LIGO-Virgo data, the overall efficacy of
our framework, and possible extensions to the parameterizations explored herein. Finally, we
summarize the results of our investigation in §3.5.

3.2
3.2.1

Parameterized hierarchical formation of binary black holes
General framework

We employ a flexible method for self-consistently generating mass and spin distributions for binary black holes which include a subpopulation of hierarchical mergers. Rather than model the
complex dynamics of individual stellar environments, we build a parameterized phenomenological model which describes the aggregate properties of merging binaries in the local universe,
using volume-averaged coupling coefficients. Our framework incorporates three generic physical processes. First, black holes coagulate when pairs of compact objects merge into single
compact objects which may remain in the population. Second, we allow for depletion, where
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some compact objects leave dense environments and no longer have an opportunity to merge
with other objects. Finally, we allow for augmentation, where some process introduces new
compact objects to the hierarchical interacting environment (e.g., BHs from stellar collapse or
AGN disk dynamics).
Following similar investigations [57, 150], we model these effects with a Monte Carlo procedure, designed to approximate a continuous-time coagulation equation [224], which has the
qualitative form
Z
1
dx0 dx00 f (x0 ; t)f (x00 ; t)Γ(x0 , x00 ; t)δ(xrem (x00 , x0 ) − x)
∂t f (x; t) =
2
Z
− dx0 f (x; t)f (x0 ; t)Γ(x, x0 ; t) + r(x; t) − d(x; t)

(3.1)

where here x denotes black hole parameters, f (x; t) denotes the BH parameter distribution
function at time t, Γ(x, x0 ; t) denotes a volume-averaged interaction rate (i.e. coagulation), and
r(x; t) and d(x; t) are the augmentation and depletion rates of black holes with parameters x
at time t. The first integral describes the accumulation of black holes with parameters x due to
mergers of pairs of black holes with parameters x0 , x00 . The delta function enforces that the final
parameters x are produced by a merger of BHs with parameters x0 , x00 . The function xrem (x, x0 )
computes the remnant parameters from merger component parameters x and x0 1 . The second
integral accounts for the decrease of black holes with parameters x due to mergers with other
black holes with parameters x0 , and its integrand f (x; t)f (x0 ; t)Γ(x, x0 ; t) is equivalent to the
merger rate as a function of parameters. In the absence of augmentation or depletion, the
R
R
total number of black holes f dx decreases as −1/2 dxdx0 Γ(x, x0 ; t)f (x; t)f (x0 ; t), as each
merger reduces the total number of black holes by one. (The factor of 1/2 is a statistical factor
to avoid overcounting.)
Given an initial condition f (x, t0 ), an interaction rate Γ(x, x0 ; t), a map between merger
components and remnants xrem (x, x0 ), and prescriptions for augmentation and depletion, the
solution f (x; t) can in principle be computed. This approach is highly modular and can incor1

If the remnant mass of merging black holes was exactly the sum of the merging components, then
mrem (m, m0 ) = m+m0 , but since energy is radiated in gravitational waves from the coalescence, mrem (m, m0 ) <
m + m0 .
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porate complex dynamical physics via the coagulation, augmentation, and depletion functions.
Additionally, existing black hole population models can be extended to include hierarchical
merger effects in our framework. With this framework in hand, we first describe our method for
computing these hierarchical merger distributions and then turn to astrophysically motivated
choices for these functions and their application to GW data.

3.2.2

Monte Carlo Implementation

To solve Equation 3.1, we perform an iterative procedure on a sample of black holes. First, a
“natal” black hole sample is chosen, i.e. samples from f (x, t0 ). Then at each step, a set fraction
w of the black holes are merged based on the coagulation coupling, and the final mass, spin,
and kick velocity are computed for the merger remnants. The kick velocities of these remnant
black holes determine whether they are reintroduced to the overall sample of black holes or if
they are removed due to leaving the environment. Meanwhile, new black holes formed from
non-hierarchical processes can be added to the sample. The fraction that are merged at each
iteration is a proxy for the timescale on which these mergers can occur. If the fraction is
small, few mergers will occur at each iteration, but the mergers that do occur will have the
opportunity to merge again in the next iteration, allowing more unequal-generation mergers.
This approximates continuous coagulation. If on the other hand the fraction is order unity,
most of the black holes will merge during each time step. In the latter scenario, the black
holes in the sample will typically be of the same generation at each time step, as if some
process delayed their re-entrance to the population immediately after coagulation. Here we
fix this fraction w to 5%, as a large timestep which still reasonably approximates continuous
evolution; we expand on the fraction size in Appendix 3.B and note that future work could
allow this to be a free parameter. We summarize our full Monte Carlo procedure below:
1. Sample N black holes from the natal population. Each BH has a mass and spin parameter. Call this sample S.
2. Pair wN black holes randomly from S, weighted by the coagulation coupling prescription,
where w is the fraction of BHs that merge at each iteration.
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3. Compute the final mass, spin, and kick velocity for the black hole pairs to create a new
sample of post-merger black holes called S 0 and remove any black holes that were paired
from S.
4. Remove black holes from S 0 based on their kick velocities using a model for black hole
depletion.
5. Sample more black holes based on the augmentation prescription and call this sample
S 00 .
6. Set S = S ∪ S 0 ∪ S 00 .
7. Repeat steps 2–6 until the maximum number of desired iterations is reached.

3.2.3

Model Prescriptions and Parameterizations

In this section, we describe our inputs to Equation 3.1, which we have chosen to be simple,
computationally efficient, and astrophysically motivated. Notably, the choices we make here
all assume an isotropic interaction environment, with randomly oriented spins, which which
may not be well-suited to some environments such as AGN disks. However, we emphasize
that alternative effects can be readily incorporated into this framework if desired. To limit the
scope of our investigations, augmentation is not considered in this work, but future studies
could include it.

3.2.3.1

Coagulation

For simplicity, we assume the volume- and time-averaged interaction rate Γ depends only on
binary masses (m, m0 ), with a parametric form

Γm,m0 ∝

(m + m0 )
Mref

a 

η
ηref

b

(3.2)

(This single interaction term is designed to capture the average effect of interactions throughout
the volume, on the long timescales over which the BH mass distribution evolves appreciably
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through hierarchical mergers.) We include the total binary mass dependence



(m+m0 )
Mref

a

for

two reasons. Firstly, bigger black holes have larger “cross-sectional areas” with which they can
interact with other objects. In the limiting case of spheres in a gas with radii r, one would
expect Γ(r, r0 ) ∝ (r + r0 )2 . To account for the complex dynamics of interacting black holes, we
do not fix the power to 2 and instead let it vary, and since a black hole’s Schwarzchild radius
is directly proportional to its mass, we replace radii with masses. The second effect this term
accounts for is dynamical friction, which brings more massive black holes to dense centers of
 b
η
clusters where they can merge. The second term ηref
depends on the symmetric mass ratio
η to account for a possible preference for mergers to choose more equal or unequal masses [see
e.g. 91]. In globular clusters for example, mass segregation may favor equal-mass mergers over
unequal mass [197, 213, 225].
Although we assume that the black hole spins do not influence the interaction rate, we
do keep track of the spin magnitudes of the black holes and calculate final black hole spins
from initial component parameters. We use fits to numerical relativity simulations from Tichy
and Marronetti [252] for xrem (x, x0 ), the final mass and spin of a remnant black hole given the
masses and spins of the individual components. To further simplify our calculations, we assume
the hierarchical environment is isotropic, so only spin magnitudes χ need to be tracked since
spin orientations are random. As such, we can simply write x = (m, χ) in this prescription.

3.2.3.2

Depletion

Remnant black holes experience recoil kicks which may eject the remnant from the environment
and prevent it from merging again with another object. Here we consider two cases: 1. No
depletion and 2. cluster depletion. In the first case, we assume no black holes leave the
environment; in the second, we use the “V459 ” fits to numerical relativity simulations from
[275] for recoil velocities with a prescription for the distribution of cluster escape velocities to
calculate the depletion rate. We parameterize the depletion based on the magnitude of the
recoil velocity vkick , and ignore the recoil direction, although future studies could incorporate
the recoil direction to account for anisotropy in the merger environment. For cluster depletion,
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we assume that black holes are in star clusters with a variety of density profiles and hence a
variety of central escape velocities. We write the escape probability as:

p(escape|vkick , µM , σM , µr0 , σr0 )


Z Z
1 2
GM
∝
d log M d log r0 Θ vkick −
2
r0
2 
 !

log r0 − log µr0 2
log M − log µM
−
× exp −
σM
σr0

(3.3)

The Heavyside function enforces that remnants with kick velocities larger than the cluster
escape velocity are ejected. The cluster escape potential is given by a Plummer model and
the black holes are always assumed to be at the center of clusters. The last line of terms
describes the distribution of cluster masses M and effective radii r0 in the Plummer model.
We take these cluster masses and radii to be log-normally distributed and parameterized by
µM , σM , µr0 , and σr0 , but emphasize that other choices could be made for all of these depletion
prescriptions.

3.2.3.3

Natal Populations

The final ingredient we need to specify in our model is the initial distribution of masses and
spins f (x; t0 ). We hereafter refer to this as the “natal” distribution, and take it to be the
distribution of black hole parameters formed at black hole birth. A variety of choices could be
made, but here we restrict ourselves to two cases. The first case is a simple power-law mass
function in component masses with lower and upper mass cutoffs

p(m) ∝



m−α , if mmin ≤ m ≤ mmax

0,

otherwise.

In all cases we use the fiducial value mmin = 5 M

(3.4)

for the sake of simplicity. For the other

parameters, we either fix them to fiducial values of α = 2.35 (from a Salpeter IMF) and
mmax = 20 M

(from early stellar evolution modeling), or we allow the data to tune them,

assuming uniform priors. The blue curves in Figure 3.2.1 show two examples of black hole
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Figure 3.2.1: Four different scenarios for initial black hole mass distributions. Blue curves
denote a Salpeter-like powerlaw, with the solid (dashed) line corresponding to an upper mass
cutoff of 20M (45M ). Red curves denote the Fryer rapid model, with the solid (dashed)
line corresponding to a metallicity 0.0002 (0.02).
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natal mass distributions with the Salpeter prescription. The fiducial Salpeter mass distribution
for black holes is a basic model which assumes that the fraction of mass retained from stellar
birth to black hole formation, m/mZAMS , is constant across all masses. This is unlikely to
be true in reality, as the processes undergone by a star depend strongly on its mass. To take
things a step further in complexity, we still assume the mass distribution follows a power law,
but with an index α which differs from the IMF’s value. This is still fairly un-realistic, as the
black hole natal mass spectrum is not expected to be this simple, but this at least lets the
data determine the general trend of the spectrum.
Our second model has a better footing in physical principles, but loses some flexibility. We
assume a pure Salpeter IMF for the ZAMS masses, in the range [5, ∞) M , and evolve them
to black holes using the [97] Rapid model. (Our calculations implicitly adopt the same wind
mass loss model as employed in that study.) This introduces an additional hidden variable,
the stellar metallicity Zmetal for each progenitor star. The red and green curves in the bottom
panel of Figure 3.2.1 show our inferred progenitor distributions, for two choices of Z. In
principle, this should be a random variable, obeying some distribution which may correlate
with the IMF. For simplicity, however, and motivated by the approximate similarity between
∗
, assumed to be the same for every
these two distributions, we fix this to a constant Zmetal

progenitor.
Now we turn to to the black hole natal spins. Black hole natal spins remain a matter
of considerable observational and theoretical debate. Motivated by LIGO’s observations and
recent modeling [33, 81, 99, 237], we adopt a simple fiducial choice: all BHs in our original
population have small characteristic spin magnitudes, drawn from a Beta distribution with
mean(χ) = 0.047 and Var(χ) = 0.002. We also assume that the spin directions in the natal
population are randomly oriented, but again we emphasize that other choices could be made.

3.2.3.4

Merger Rates

As described in §3.2.2, our Monte-Carlo procedure works with a finite set of black holes. We
take these black holes to be a proxy for the entire population and assume that the overall
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merger rate of black holes is simply a scaled population of those generated in our Monte Carlo
simulations. We also stipulate that the merger rate density is constant in co-moving volume.
Future studies could certainly incorporate more detailed effects, but here we opt for simplicity.
In the following section, we show normalized distributions of the masses and spins of black
holes, but in §3.3 we present inference results that allow the merger rate density to be inferred
by the data.

3.2.4

Characterizing the parameters

To elucidate the effect of each of the parameters described in the previous section, we take
the reader through a sequence of examples. The examples we present here are primarily for
illustration and do not necessarily represent parameters that describe the observed population
of black-hole mergers to date. Note that the histograms and kernel density estimate curves
shown here are not explicitly used in our analysis; they are simply representations of the
samples from our Monte-Carlo procedure.

3.2.4.1

Time Evolution

As hierarchical mergers occur, a secondary population of high mass, high spin black holes
begins to form alongside the natal population. In our Monte Carlo procedure, this time
evolution of the population is reduced to individual time steps, as described in §3.2.2. Figure
3.2.2 illustrates how the population changes with each time step. Starting with a Salpeter IMF
with mmax = 20M and Beta-distribution spin magnitudes as the natal population (which we
take as our fiducial natal population) we evolve the population forward for three iterations,
allowing 5% of the black holes to merge at each step and setting the coupling strength to a = 2
and b = 0. The red, blue, and black lines show the distributions of the total masses of mergers
for time steps 0, 1, and 2, respectively.
Since the remnant black holes inherit angular momentum from their parents and from
their orbit, hierarchical mergers also produce strong evolution of BH spins [89, 104]. With
successive mergers, the total mass distribution tends towards higher masses, and an island of
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Figure 3.2.2: The total mass distribution of binary black hole mergers at three successive
time steps evolving from a Salpeter natal distribution (α = 2.35) with coupling parameters
a = 2 and b = 0. The smooth curves overlaid on the histograms are kernel density estimates
of the Monte-Carlo samples and are shown purely to guide the eye.

Figure 3.2.3: Joint mass-spin distributions for three successive time steps. Top: The spin
amplitudes of the more massive merger component versus their masses. Bottom: The effective
spin parameter χeff versus the binary chirp mass. The contours represent 90% and 99.9%
contour intervals for mergers at time steps T = 0 (red), T = 1 (blue), and T = 2 (black).
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Figure 3.2.4: Mass distributions for different coupling parameters after four time steps. Top:
The total mass distribution of mergers for a = 2, b = 0 (green), a = 4, b = 0 (purple),
and a = 4, b = 20 (black). Bottom: The distribution of masses of the more massive merger
components. The distributions are evolved from the fiducial Salpeter distribution.
high-mass, high-spin black holes begins to grow. Figure 3.2.3 shows 90% and 99.9% confidence
intervals for the joint-mass spin distributions at T = [0, 1, 2]. Notably, hierarchical mergers of
comparable-mass binaries introduce a characteristic peak near χ ' 0.7, which is why the top
panel of Figure 3.2.3 shows a surplus of black holes near that spin magnitude. Generically,
hierarchical mergers should produce a similar subpopulation of high-mass, high-spin black
holes, since general relativity predicts that a post-merger remnant black hole is always more
massive than either of its pre-merger components and its final spin is away from zero. The
χeff versus chirp mass distribution in the lower panel shows that while χ1 tends to be large
for the hierarchically produced mergers, the χeff distribution is smoothed out around 0, since
the black hole spin directions are isotropically distributed.

3.2.4.2

Coupling Strength

The overall mass and spin distributions are sensitive to the average coupling strength of
black holes. Figure 3.2.4 shows the total mass distribution (top panel) and the primary mass
distribution (bottom panel) after four time steps for different values of a and b. Increasing
the total mass coupling parameter a drives the most massive mergers to occur, causing the
total mass distribution to quickly expand to higher masses, while increasing the symmetric
mass-ratio coupling b simply forces most mergers to be of equal mass components. Cranking
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Figure 3.2.5: The distribution of mass ratios q = m2 /m1 (top) and component masses
(bottom) after four time steps for a = 2, b = 0 (green), a = 4, b = 0 (purple), and a = 4, b = 20
(black), evolved from our fiducial Salpeter distribution.

up a and b simultaneously gives particularly interesting behavior. In those cases, the heaviest
black holes take place in mergers, and the products of those mergers are likely to merge again,
which can create multiple distinct peaks in the mass distributions. As a result, in the Salpeter
natal distribution example, our procedure produces a characteristic “smoothed staircase” mass
distribution, with “steps” in the mass distribution appearing at multiples of the primordial
maximum mass mmax,0 . At very high mass, these “step” features become smoothed out.
The mass ratio and spin distributions also have characteristic features. When a is large
but b is small, a population of highly unequal mass mergers can be produced, as seen in the
purple curves of Figure 3.2.5. A near-flat mass ratio distribution (shown in green) is found for
a = 2 and b = 0 in this case, because the natal mass distribution power law slope (α = 2.35) is
nearly matched to the total mass coupling, so the dearth of higher mass black holes is exactly
counteracted by their higher likelihood of participating in mergers. As b is increased, the
distribution begins to favor equal-mass mergers, as shown in the black curve.
Figure 3.2.6 shows contours of the joint primary mass and χ1 distribution for different
coupling strengths after four timesteps. While a high-mass, high-spin subpopulation is present
in all the cases considered here, they are notably affected by the coupling strength parameters.
When b is large, the subpopulation is more concentrated at χ1 ∼ 0.7, because the mergers
tend to be equal mass and therefore have a similar final remnant spin.
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Figure 3.2.6: Contours of the joint m1 –χ1 distribution after four time steps for a = 2, b = 0
(green), a = 4, b = 0 (purple), and a = 4, b = 20 (black), evolved from the fiducial Salpeter
distribution.
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Figure 3.2.7: Escape probabilities and the total mass distribution of mergers for different
depletion prescriptions. Top: The escape probability as a function of the kick velocity for
“light” (blue curve, µM = 5×104 M , µr0 = 10 pc, σM = σr0 = 1) and “heavy” clusters (orange
curve, µM = 5 × 105 M , µr0 = 5 pc, σM = σr0 = 1). Bottom: The total mass distribution for
no depletion (red), “light” cluster depletion (black), and “heavy” cluster depletion (blue). The
coupling parameters are set to a = 2, b = 0.

3.2.4.3

Depletion

The most widely-proposed hierarchical scenario involves hierarchical formation in globular
clusters. Merging black holes will be very frequently ejected from these low-binding energy
environments, strongly suppressing the prospects for hierarchical mergers through multiple
generations [86, 103, 167, 213]. To illustrate how depletion impacts the observed merger
distributions, we incorporate the cluster depletion model from §3.2.3.2 into a hierarchical
merger population. Figure 3.2.7 plots three total mass distributions, one without depletion
effects, one with “light” clusters (µM = 5 × 104 M , µr0 = 10pc, σM = σr0 = 1), and one
with “heavy” clusters (µM = 5 × 105 M , µr0 = 5 pc, σM = σr0 = 1). These hierarchical
distributions are evolved forward four time steps from a fiducial natal distribution under these
three depletion prescriptions and with a = 2, b = 0. This figure shows that as the confining
potentials become shallower, remnant black holes are kicked from the environment so that
hierarchical mergers are strongly suppressed, as known from previous work.
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Figure 3.2.8: Total mass distributions after three time steps for different natal mass distributions. The coupling strength parameters are a = 4, b = 20.
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3.2.4.4

Natal Distributions

As we have seen in the previous examples, the hierarchical distributions produced in our
framework contain imprints of the natal populations. Figure 3.2.8 plots three hierarchical
merger total-mass distributions after three time steps assuming the strong coupling parameters
a = 4, b = 20. Unsurprisingly, the natal distributions with support at higher masses quickly
evolve to have high-mass mergers. Additionally, the more complex structure in the Fryer natal
mass distributions is imprinted in the evolved hierarchical distributions, while the Salpeterbased mass distributions are more smoothed out. In sum, the natal distribution is crucially
important to the evolution of the mass distribution when hierarchical mergers can take place.

3.3

Constraining hierarchical formation with gravitational wave
observations

We use an updated version of the PopModels population inference code [266] to compare
our hierarchical formation model to real GW observations from GWTC-1 [148]. For each
collection of observations D, this code evaluates the inhomogeneous Poisson likelihood
−µ(R,Λ)

L(R, Λ) ∝ e

N Z
Y

dλ `n (λ) R p(λ | Λ),

(3.5)

n=1

where `n (λ) = p(dn |λ) is the likelihood of data dn given binary parameters λ, µ(R, Λ) is the
expected number of detections, R is the merger rate, and Λ refers to any relevant model parameters: all parameters needed to characterize our hierarchical evolution equations, along with
the choice of metallicity and initial conditions. Unlike Wysocki, Lange, and O’Shaughnessy
R
[266], we evaluate the integrals dλ`n (λ)p(λ|Λ) by using Monte Carlo integration via samples
drawn from our hierarchical model p(λ|Λ), combined with an analytic likelihood `n (λ).
We perform inference with four models, which are described in Table 3.3. The right
hand side describes prescriptions for fixed values and priors in each model. The posterior
distributions on our inference parameters are shown in Figures 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3. Model
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Model
1

Table 3.3.1: Hierarchical Merger Models Fit to O1/O2 Data.
Description
Coagulation parameters:
Natal population: power-law in
component mass
• a ∈ [1, 6], uniform
• mmin = 5M
• b ∈ [1, 100], log-uniform
• α ∈ [−3, 5], uniform
• T ∈ [0, 9], uniform
• mmax ∈ [15, 50], uniform
• w = 0.05
• E[χ] = 0.047
• Var[χ] = 0.002

2

Same as Model 1, except T ∈ [0, 5] and
Beta distribution natal spins

Depletion

• E[χ] ∈ [0, 1], uniform

• µM = 5 × 105 M

• Var[χ] ∈ [0, 0.25], uniform

• µr0 = 5 pc
• σM = σr0 = 1

3

Same as Model 2 except
• µM ∈ [105 , 1010 ]M , uniform
• µr0 ∈ [5, 55 ] pc, uniform

4
5

Mixture of Model 2 and Model A of The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo
Collaboration [237]
Same as Model 1 except
• Fryer rapid SN natal population
• Mixture with Model A of The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo
Collaboration [237]
• T =2
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1 is our most basic phenomenological model, with a power-law-in-component-mass, zero spin
natal distribution. The number of iterations and mass coupling parameters are inferred from
the data. The blue curves in the right panel of Figure 3.3.1 show that the data have a slight
preference for a ∼ 2 and a strong preference for large b values around b ∼ 30. The overall rate
density of mergers in our hierarchical model Rh shown in the left panel, is consistent with
the rates inferred in The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration [237].
Additionally, the natal distribution power law index and maximum mass are constrained to
similar values to those found in The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration
[237], as seen in the blue curves of Figure 3.3.2. Given that our hierarchical model reduces to
a non-hierarchical model in the low-timestep limit and the data favors fewer time steps, it is
not surprising that our natal population parameters match the overall population parameters
in The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration [237]. The inference on the
number of time steps is shown in Figure 3.3.1 in terms of the variable Ngen = T + 1, which is
the highest allowed generation of black holes in the population.
The most widely-proposed hierarchical scenario, however, involves hierarchical formation
in globular clusters. Merging black holes will be very frequently ejected from these lowbinding energy environments, strongly suppressing the prospects for hierarchical merger [103,
213]. Model 2 adds a depletion prescription to Model 1 with fixed cluster mass and radius
distribution parameters. In this case, similar coupling and natal distribution parameters to
Model 1 are inferred, which is shown in orange in Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Notably there is a
slight preference for higher total mass couplings a for Model 2 compared to Model 1, because
the depletion effects strongly suppress hierarchical mergers and therefore higher masses from
the natal population are favored. The strong depletion in this case also results in no preference
on the number of time steps.
We then allow the cluster mass and radius distribution parameters to vary in Model 3.
The results of inferring cluster sizes are shown in Figure 3.3.3. Interestingly, the cluster radii
and masses are pushed to large values, far greater than those of real star clusters. This is
partially an artifact of the parameterization chosen here. The gravitational potential in the
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Plummer profile is sensitive only to the ratio of cluster mass to cluster radius, so if we consider
the ratios of µM to µr0 , the inferred values are roughly similar in gravitational potential to
the fixed values used in Model 2. In other words, the data prefer somewhat shallow potentials
wherein hierarchical mergers are suppressed. A future parameterization may instead opt for
a distribution of gravitational potentials rather than cluster parameters.
Next we consider two mixture models. In the first (Model 4), we fit a mixture of our
Model 2 with Model A from The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration
[237]. Then in Model 5 we create a mixture of Model A and our hierarchical model applied
to the the Fryer rapid SN natal population with no depletion and exactly 3 timesteps of
evolution. In these mixture analyses, we simultaneously fit the parameters of Model A (powerlaw index, maximum mass cutoff, overall rate) and the parameters of the hierarchical model.
Figure 3.3.2 shows the distributions of population parameters for the “field” (Model A) and
“hierarchical” mixtures. The mixtures complicate the picture significantly. Model 4 (shown
in red) in particular has little discerning power on its underlying population parameters due
to the additional model freedom. Model 5 (purple) on the other hand, for which the natal
distribution and number of time steps are fixed, shows some interesting behavior. In particular,
the “field” (i.e. Model A) component parameters are driven to a near flat distribution in
component masses with a slightly lower mass cutoff than for the other models considered
inferences. Meanwhile, the coagulation parameters a and b are pushed to lower values. These
shifts in the inferred parameters are likely due to fixing the number of timesteps to 3 with
no depletion. Fixing the number of timesteps to 3 favors the existence of some hierarchical
mergers which tend to be higher mass. To counteract the build up of too many high-mass black
holes compared to the data, the mass distribution of the field population is cut off at a lower
mmax and the coagulation mass coupling is decreased. Also, the inferred metallicity Zm of the
natal population also slightly favors higher values, which pushes the natal mass distribution to
lower masses, alleviating some of the unwarranted build-up of high mass black holes. Lastly,
the contribution of the hierarchical population is subdominant to the field population, as seen
in Figure 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.3.1: Inferred hierarchical parameters with depletion effects, for the 5 models listed in
Table 3.3. Top: Hierarchical merger rates and cluster parameters for hierarchical mergers with
depletion effects considered. Note that the fiducial model, based on globular clusters vastly
underestimates the inferred cluster scales. Bottom: Merger cross section indices for Γ ∝ M a η b ,
for different models both with and without depletion. Note that the only significant difference
comes from using the Fryer natal population.
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Figure 3.3.2: Impact of depletion on powerlaw parameters. Field and hierarchical components
are denoted with f and h subscripts, respectively.

Figure 3.3.3: Inferred rates and metallicities for model 5. We infer merger rates for both the
hierarchical component Rh and the non-hierarchical component Rf .
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Discussion

A hierarchical formation scenario provides an efficient way to produce binaries which would
otherwise be challenging to generate: high masses, exceptional mass ratios, and characteristically high spins. The identification of binaries with characteristically extreme properties could
provide a clear indication of hierarchical formation. In this section we explore our posterior
predictive constraints on these scenarios, within the framework of the constrained fiducial
model described above. We also discuss further extensions of the models presented here and
the overall effectiveness of this framework.

3.4.1

Posterior Predictive Distributions

Figure 3.4.1 shows our inferred posterior mass distribution, both intrinsic and detectionweighted, which resemble the conclusions in The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo
Collaboration [237]. Specifically, we infer a mass distribution for the more massive component
in merging black holes (m1 ) that is approximately a power law between 10M

and 30M ,

followed by a rapid decrease at higher mass. Notably, this figure shows characteristic decay
and “echo” features at about 30M , inherited by our formation model; these features could be
probed by future observations and used to better constrain hierarchical formation.
Figure 3.4.2 shows our inferred mass ratio distribution. Because GWTC-1 does not include
a significant component of asymmetric binaries, our posterior necessarily strongly favors hierarchical models which preferentially produce binaries with q ' 1. Constraints on binary mass
ratios will very strongly constrain prospects for hierarchical formation, particularly insofar as
some hierarchical scenarios produce significant numbers of highly asymmetric mergers [272].

3.4.2

Possible Extensions

In this article, we have shown a few possible model choices and prescriptions, but as we have
emphasized, many other choices could be made. For example, our parameterizations of the
coagulation coupling and cluster depletion are essentially phenomenological, but future work
could incorporate the results of N-body simulations which evolve clusters of stars and black
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Figure 3.4.1: Inferred m1,source distributions for Models 1-5. Shown are the median (solid
line), posterior predictive (dashed line), and 90% credible intervals (shaded region).
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Figure 3.4.2: Inferred m2 /m1 distributions for Models 1-5. Shown are the median (solid line),
posterior predictive (dashed line), and 90% credible intervals (shaded region).
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holes as well as incorporate observational constraints on star clusters.
Our current parameterization also assumes that there is no evolution of the rate or mass
and spin distributions with redshift. Given the evolution of the cosmic star formation rate,
it is likely that the rate of black hole mergers is increasing between z = 0 to z ∼ 1, and
analysis of available gravitational wave data has already lent weak support to that hypothesis
[89, 237]. Additionally, properties of the environments in which black holes merge (such as the
distribution of cluster potentials) could have changed over cosmic time, leading to observable
differences in the mass and spin distributions between low and high redshifts.
Another possible extension to our model would be to consider more complex mixtures of
populations. We briefly considered a “field” plus “cluster” mixture population here, but if
mergers are occurring in AGN disks, globular clusters, in the field, and from a primordial
population, more mixture components would need to be added. More gravitational-wave data
will be needed before embarking on such investigations, as the number of parameters of such
a complex mixture will proliferate.
Lastly, we note that this work has not considered neutron stars. After this work reached
maturity, we became aware of a similar investigation targeting hierarchical formation of neutron stars [112]. Nevertheless, our framework could neatly incorporate neutron stars by substituting in a neutron-star natal distribution and a model for neutron-star merger remnant
masses, spins, and kick velocities. The main new addition in a hierarchical population based
on NS mergers would be the need to incorporate an equation of state.

3.4.3

Efficacy of this Hierarchical-Merger Population Framework

Our phenomenologically-parameterized framework provides an efficient way to characterize
the contribution of hierarchical mergers to a compact binary population, and to interpret BH
mass measurements as constraints on this sub-population. We can use GW measurements
to infer the natal mass and spin distribution, as well as evolution parameters. Of course,
our model cannot completely disambiguate these two features without other observational or
physical input. As a trivial example, any set of GW observations can be explained by a non88
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hierarchical population and a suitably-overfit natal mass and spin distribution. If, however,
physical constraints limit the flexibility of the natal BH binary distribution to populate parts
of parameter space, then the presence of merging BHs in those distinctive regions provides
evidence for hierarchical formation. In such a scenario, our framework enables us to provide
first constraints on a hierarchical merger interpretation.
In this work, motivated by LIGO’s observations in GWTC-1, we have emphasized formation scenarios with strong effective coupling, to produce a binary black hole population
which favors comparable-mass mergers. We expect that more theoretically-motivated choices
for these interaction exponents will favor a wider range of mass ratios. As noted in previous
work [166], high mass ratio binaries could be a distinctive signature of certain hierarchical
growth scenarios. The presence or absence of high mass or high-mass ratio binaries strongly
constrains our model parameters and the overall hierarchical merger rate.
Another characteristic feature of some hierarchical merger scenarios is a “smoothed staircase” or multi-modal pattern in the mass distributions. In the simplest case where the natal
population is just composed of black holes with mass Mnatal , “harmonics” of the natal mass
should appear in the black hole mass spectrum at multiples Mnatal . If the natal distribution
is sufficiently complex, such harmonics may be blended out, but as shown in 3.2, there are
intermediate cases where smoothed out harmonics or “staircases” are still noticeable.
Conversely, many mass and spin distributions cannot be naturally produced from hierarchical evolution. If hierarchical formation is proposed to explain a subpopulation of high-spin
or high-mass or high-mass ratio binaries, then the relative merger rate of this feature is often
bounded above. For example, we would need sufficient numbers of low-mass BHs to explain a
population of high-mass, high-spin BHs entirely through hierarchical formation.
Once an observed population is fit with a realization of a hierarchical population, our
Monte Carlo method enables computation of some interesting quantities. In principle, each
Monte Carlo sample has an associated “family tree” which tracks successive mergers that the
black hole had previously undergone2 . Thus one can evaluate the probability that a given
2

The evolutionary tree of each black hole is not tracked in our implementation of the Monte Carlo method,
but future upgrades to the code will integrate this tracking.
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black hole was hierarchically formed and underwent n previous mergers. Alternatively, upper
limits can be set on the rate of hierarchical mergers if none are suspected in the GW sample.

3.5

Conclusions

Observing hierarchically formed black holes is an exciting prospect for gravitational-wave
detectors. We have presented here a self-consistent framework for generating black-hole merger
populations that includes hierarchical formation. This framework evolves arbitrary natal black
hole populations, enabling any existing black hole distributions to be extended to include
hierarchical mergers. With the cases we explore here, our fits suggest that scenarios with
many hierarchical mergers are disfavored.
In this work, we simulated coagulation and depletion effects while assuming the binary
black hole population is not continuously repopulated from another reservoir of black holes.
We will explore self-consistent repopulation in later work. We also perform simplified averaging, not allowing for a distribution of initial conditions like metallicity or for trends versus
redshift. Our scheme ignores higher order correlations and multi-body effects, thus averaging
everything into an effective cross section which is constant. Our approximation is reasonable in
the limit of weak hierarchical reprocessing dominated by a low-mass seed population; we defer
more sophisticated averaging to future work. Additionally, we adopt a simple dependence of
Γ on total mass, allowing it to increase without bound according to a single power law as the
binary mass increases. More detailed investigations will produce more complex dependence of
Γ on mass. The results of our inference on GWTC-1 with partially constrained versions of our
model framework show consistency with The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration [237], but more detections are required to make more definitive statements about
whether hierarchical formation of black holes is at work. Our fits to GWTC-1 hint that hierarchical merger scenarios are not required to fit the population, but are also not ruled out by the
population. However, the conclusions drawn herein are subject to the simplifying assumptions
made for this preliminary analysis. Incorporation of more astrophysically motivated inputs to
the framework will be necessary to put the tightest constraints on the formation environments
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and scenarios. With the wealth of black hole merger detections we expect to see in the coming
years, the prospects for uncovering hierarchically formed black holes are promising, and the
framework we have presented herein is well-suited for such investigations.

The general purpose hierarchical population code will be released for public use in the near
future.
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3.A

Semianalytic approach to hierarchical mergers

In the text, we consistently employ a concrete Monte Carlo implementation of hierarchical
mergers. This powerful method allows us to efficiently incorporate the best merger physics,
but uses discrete generations. In this appendix, for pedagogical purposes we provide a toy
model implementation of a true continuous-time coagulation equation. In this approach, we
consider only the evolution of binary mass, assuming no mass is lost during mergers; we neglect
spins and depletion. After these simplifications, our model is essentially analytically tractable,
and can be understood by both perturbation theory and direct numerical simulation. In this
appendix, we present a few supplementary illustrations of these hierarchical calculations, to
further illuminate our model’s behavior at very high mass and in the absence of depletion.
As our first example, to illustrate the parameters ζ and a, Figure 3.A.1 shows the results
of evolving Equation 3.1 starting with an initial power law mass distribution through different
ranges of interaction parameter ζ  1, for two choices of a and for b = 0. The dotted curves
show the results of a direct numerical time integration; the solid curves show our Monte Carlo
procedure; and different colors indicate different choices for x and a respectively.
This example first shows how the parameter ζ controls the effective number of generations
at the reference parameters, absorbing factors present in the overall interaction time T and in
the interaction cross section Γ. As expected based on perturbative arguments, higher-order
generations increase in significance in proportion to xg for g the number of generations. At very
high mass, the hierarchical mass distribution approaches an exponentially decaying function
of m, which increases exponentially with x2 .

3

Second, this example shows how the coagulation equation successively reprocesses each
generation, potentially with different interaction scales. In this example and generally in
the usual case that a, b > 0, binaries with smaller masses or more asymmetric mass ratios by
construction interact even less frequently. Conversely, within our framework high mass binaries
rapidly undergo multiple generations of mergers. As a result, in this power law example, our
procedure produces a characteristic “smoothed staircase” mass distribution, with “steps” in the
Using an ansatz f (m, x) = g(x)e−Am mz , we can see a stationary exponential high-mass solution exists for
b = 0.
3
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Figure 3.A.1: Synthetic mass distribution as a function of x due to hierarchical mergers with
a = 2, b = 0 and no depletion, starting with a truncated power law distribution at x = 0.
Colors and legend denote different choices for x. Bottom panel uses a log-linear scale to
highlight exponential decay at large mass.
mass distribution appearing at multiples of the primordial maximum mass mmax,0 . At very
high mass, these “step” features become smoothed out.
Third, this example shows the importance of the interaction cross section: because we
adopt b = 0 (no preference to any mass ratio) and because low-mass BHs are dramatically
more prevalent than high-mass binaries, the overall merger rate f (x)f (x0 )Γx,x0 for binaries
with one massive component x is overwhelmingly dominated mergers where x0 is drawn from
this scenario’s ubiquitous low-mass black holes. As a result of these frequent minor mergers,
features in the mass spectrum proportional to the primordial maximum mass are rapidly
smoothed out, both in x and as we go to higher multiples of the maximum mass, except for
the first feature.
In sum, our coalgulation model naturally “builds up” self-consistent hierarchical populations, producing mass distributions which can (but need not) possess clear features reflecting
the number of generations and any sharp cutoffs present in the seed distribution.
As our second example, we consider how features of the high-mass mass distribution are
inherited from the low-mass mass spectrum., using a broad, featureless power law distribution
initially f (m) ∝ m−α at low mass. For simplicity and unlike the example used above, we
consider interactions with b  1, insuring that almost all mergers occur between comparablemass binaries.
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Figure 3.A.2: Illustration of the evolving mass distribution: logarithm of the mass spectrum
versus mass.
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Qualitatively speaking, coagulation requires the formation rate of BHs with mass 2m must
be Γf (m)2 ∝ ma−2α , a slope which can be shallower or steep than the low-mass slope (−α)
depending on the sign of a − α. Evidently, as corroborated by Figure 3.A.2, larger a favors
higher-mass black holes and a more extended tail in the mass distribution. As in the previous
example, at very high masses the distribution decays exponentially, with a coefficient that
depends on a.
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3.B

Changing the merging fraction

Rather than use a continuous-time coagulation equation, which implicitly allows BH remnants
to participate in subsequent hierarchical mergers immediately, we employ discrete timesteps
with a specific fraction w of BHs that participate in mergers at each iteration. As w → 0,
our algorithm converges to continuous coagulation, because the population changes slowly over
many iterations, ensuring that ∆f (x, t)/∆t is small at each step and that post-merger remnant
black holes are immediately available to merge again. As w increases, our iterative process
increasingly differs from continuous evolution. In effect, w encodes a “recycling delay time,"
i.e. the time for a post-merger remnant black hole to be re-integrated into the population. We
emphasize that while larger w loses fidelity to the continuous coagulation equation, high w
can still model a real compact object population. For example, it is conceivable that all natal
black holes merged at an early time (i.e. w=1), and then all participate in second generation
mergers at later times.
As a concrete example, we apply our algorithm to our fiducial power-law natal population
using different w values while holding constant the total number of mergers. In other words,
we ensure wT is a constant, where T is the number of iterations of our Monte Carlo method.
The coupling constants a and b are set to 0. Figure 3.B.1 shows the total mass distribution
of mergers after T = 2, 4, 8, 16 iterations with w = 0.08, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01, respectively. At
lower masses, the distributions roughly agree, but only the small w cases have tails extending
to higher masses, since those cases are closer to continuous coagulation wherein there is no
recycling delay time and post-merger remnants are free to re-merge immediately.
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Figure 3.B.1: The total mass distribution for different fractions of mergers per time step.
The number of time steps T is varied such that the total number of mergers is constant.
Specifically, T = 2, 4, 8, 16 for w = 0.08, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01, respectively.
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Chapter 4

Inferring the neutron star equation of
state
4.1

Introduction

The nuclear equation of state (EOS)—the relationship between pressure and density in cold
nuclear matter—remains weakly-constrained via terrestrial experiments, with differences having substantial impact on the properties of neutron stars [29, 143]. Conversely, astrophysical
observations of isolated and merging neutron stars provide a natural mechanism to investigate
the nuclear EOS. For example, the size of isolated neutron stars is encoded in the pulsed or
bursty X-ray emission from their surface, allowing observations and theoretical modeling of
galactic X-ray sources to limit the range of possible neutron star mass-radius relationships
[144, 174, 194, 206, 226, 260]. Neutron stars in coalescing binaries are subject to strong tidal
interactions in the late stages of inspiral, which have an observationally accessible impact on
the outgoing gravitational wave signal [85, 93] and thus enable constraints on the nuclear EOS
[17, 71, 139]. With GW170817, the imprint of these tidal interactions on the inspiral signal
was first constrained [69, 249], with widely-investigated follow-on implications for the nuclear
equation of state [28, 48, 61, 62, 80, 139, 157, 163, 177, 208, 242, 246]. As more coalescing
binary neutron stars are discovered in the immediate future, similar GW observations will
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even more tightly constrain the nuclear equation of state both alone (e.g., [139, 157, 177]) and
in conjunction with electromagnetic observations (e.g., [28, 61, 62, 163, 208]).
GW measurements of coalescing NS and BH will also determine the rate at which binaries
with specific parameters merge. GW observations by Advanced LIGO [235] and Virgo [15] have
identified a binary neutron star merger [243, 249]. As envisioned originally in prototype investigations (e.g., [159, 221]) and as now made concrete with specific analysis procedures [26, 37,
159, 175, 186, 217, 266, 273], the population distribution can be inferred phenomenologically,
by combining observations while accounting for parameter-dependent detector sensitivity. In
principle, the nuclear equation of state adds only a handful of parameters to an already-large
phenomenological space used to characterize a compact binary population. binaries, In this
work, we demonstrate how to construct simultaneous inference on the NS population and
the nuclear EOS, and the potential of this approach to improve future GW measurements of
the nuclear EOS. Concretely, building on previous work [139, 141, 142], we present and provide a general-purpose code to perform this inference. Our code combines the techniques from
Wysocki et al [266] (for population modeling) with Carney et al [49]’s implementation of Lindlbom’s EOS representation [149]. In order to perform this inference hierarchically, we estimate
and re-use marginal likelihoods. The organization of our inference strategy has much wider
applicability, both to more generic EOS parameterizations and to other astrophysical inference
scenarios involving parametric dimensional reduction (e.g., inference for a subpopulation of
binary black holes with exactly zero spin).
Our approach does not rely on any assumed or approximate similarities between different
neutron stars to draw conclusions from the whole population (cf. [84, 137, 164, 210]) nor do we
adopt a fiducial NS population distribution (cf. [71, 118, 139, 172]). If indeed all coalescing NS
are identical and easily discriminated from binaries involving BHs—or even if the differences
are present but substantially smaller than our measurement error—then the sophisticated
techniques described in this work aren’t necessary to interpret the first few coalescing BNS. As
more binary NS accumulate, however, the methods described in this work will be increasingly
necessary to fully exploit all available information and to enable high-precision measurements
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of correlated BNS properties. Too, the tidal parameters which influence the GW phase are not
necessarily common to all events. Plausible sources of diversity in these coalescing binaries can
arise from a broad or multi-peaked NS mass distribution; the effect of different and extreme
NS natal spins; the possibility of NS-BH mergers; or even the possibility of phase transitions,
allowing for NS with similar mass but strongly divergent radius. To the extent all coalescing
NS are not identical, this kind of approach will be required to infer the nuclear equation of
state even in the immediate future.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we review our framework for population
inference in general and the nuclear equation of state in particular. We address challenges
for efficient computation appropriate to models (like the nuclear equation of state) in which
the population model predicts all objects occupy a lower-dimensional subspace of the entire
physical observable space. In Section 4.3, we demonstrate our method, recovering the nuclear
equation of state from neutron stars generated from a bimodal mass and spin distribution,
consistent with current observations. Using a concrete counterexample, we show that inference
of the mass, spin, and EOS must be performed simultaneously to avoid introducing bias into
the inferred EOS. In Section 4.4, we discuss our proof-of-principle calculation relates to our
expectations about future measurements.

4.2
4.2.1

Method
Population inference

In this section, we review the framework introduced in BPM [266] for population inference in
general and the PopModels population inference code specifically, modifying the notation
to avoid collisions with the tidal deformability. In the original BPM investigation, binaries
coalesce at a spacetime-independent rate per unit comoving volume R. Binaries with intrinsic
parameters x would merge at a rate dN/dV dtdx = Rp(x). The intrinsic parameters x that
describe a binary in quasicircular orbit are the individual component masses mi and spins Si
(i = 1, 2) at some reference time. We characterize compact object spins using the dimensionless
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variable χi = Si /m2i . We characterize the matter-dependent factors which influence pointparticle motion by the dimensionless tidal deformabilities Λi [93, 120] (i.e., Λi /m5i is the ratio
between the NS induced quadrupole and the applied quadrupolar field). We assume other
degrees of freedom like the quadrupole moment which enter into the orbital evolution are welldetermined in an EOS-independent manner by Λi , extending the Darwin-Radau and related
approximations to neutron stars; see, e.g., [51, 198] and references therein. BPM requires
an estimate µ(Λ) of how many events a given experiment should find on average. We follow
previous work by estimating this rate µ using a characteristic sensitive volume, denoted V T .
For binary neutron stars, the sensitive volume depends principally on the binary chirp mass
Mc = (m1 m2 )3/5 /(m1 + m2 )1/5 , which for binary neutron stars spans a small range. In terms
of these ingredients, BPM expresses the likelihood of an astrophysical BBH population with
parameters X as a conventional inhomogeneous Poisson process:
L(R, Λ) ∝ e−µ(R,Λ)

N Z
Y

dλ `n (λ) R p(λ | Λ),

(4.1)

n=1

where µ(R, Λ) is the expected number of detections under a given population parameterization
Λ with overall rate R and where `n (x) = p(dn |x) is the likelihood of data dn —corresponding
to the nth detection—given binary parameters x. The population inference code PopModels
[266], which we employ and extend in this work, provides a set of building blocks with which
to assemble very general p(λ|Λ). In the context of this work, we’ll be interested specifically in
Gaussian distributions (for mass); β distributions (for spin magnitude); and mixture models
for multiple sub-populations. We will not allow for neutron star spin-orbit misalignment, being
a highly subdominant effect for the NS spin magnitudes we expect.
In principle, Eq. 4.1 can be used in any general-purpose Bayesian inference engine (e.g.,
direct quadrature; MCMC) to perform simultaneous inference on all d × N + 1 + D relevant
parameters, where N is the number of observations, d is the individual-event model dimension
size (here, approximated by 6), and D is the number of hyperparameters needed to characterize
the NS population (e.g., mass distribution, spin distribution, and equation of state). In many
fields, including previous efforts to infer the nuclear equation of state from X-ray binaries,
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this direct approach is used; see, e.g., [144, 194, 226]. But the calculation can conceivably
be reorganized to efficiently and hierarchically re-use fiducial analyses of each event, allowing
much more rapid analysis and extension of results, essential given the computational cost of
each event in isolation and the number of events requiring analysis in the immediate future.
One conventional approach for efficient hierarchical calculation (see, e.g., BPM [266] and
references therein) performs a conventional Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis for
each event for all intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. This fiducial analysis of each GW event,
derived using a set of reference prior assumptions, requires an analysis with all parameters
y = (x, θ) needed to characterize the quasicircular binary. We use the (Gaussian) likelihood
function p(d|y) for detector network data d containing a signal, and apply Bayes’ theorem and
some fiducial assumptions pref (y) to deduce the posterior distribution p(y|d) ∝ p(d|x)p(y).
Standard Bayesian tools [14, 255] will produce a sequence of independent, identically distributed samples xn,s (s = 1, 2, . . . , S) from the posterior distribution p(x|d) for each event
R
n. The integrals dx`n (x)p(λ|Λ) can then be performed via Monte Carlo, using the fiducial
samples provided by our reference analysis. For this conventional approach to work, however,
the model predictions p(x|Λ) must not be a set of measure zero, like a submanifold (e.g.,
binaries with exactly a specific value of spin, or binaries which have a deterministic mass-tide
relation Λ = Λ(m)).
Unfortunately, EOS inference and other astrophysically-motivated questions involve dimensional reduction: their formation model predicts a deterministic relationship between
binary parameters. For EOS inference and to the level of accuracy discussed in this work,
that deterministic relationship is Λ(m). For astrophysical formation channels which predict
nearly-maximal or exactly-zero spins for binary black holes which undergo certain formation
channels, that relationship is a fixed value of the spin magnitude (for some black hole masses,
some of the time). Other formation channels may predict infinitesimal BH spin-orbit misalignments for certain binary BH masses. For all of these questions, the straightforward hierarchical
technique described fails. If the space of low-dimensional scenarios is finite, like a finite list of
possible EOS or a finite set of BH natal spin scenarios, then inference could be carried out for
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every combination of possibilities. But usually the model space is either infinite or large, and
the overhead of carrying out repeated inference is prohibitive.

4.2.2

Individual event inference via marginal likelihood models

To circumvent the problems with dimensional reduction identified above, building on previous
work [139, 141, 142], we instead perform the integrals appearing in our expression with the
(marginal) likelihood `n (x). Some parameter inference engines like RIFT [142] already produce
and export an estimate of the (marginal) likelihood as a data product, using either Gaussian
process or random forest interpolation. [For high-amplitude signals, the RIFT marginal likelihood can often be approximated by a Gaussian in suitable coordinates; see, e.g., [12].] For
conventional MCMC engines, which only report posterior samples, the likelihood can sometimes be approximated by a well-tuned density approximation like a Gaussian kernel density
estimate; see, e.g., [139, 141, 172]. Finally, for simple investigations which don’t require endto-end parameter inference, a suitable approximate marginal likelihood `n (x) can easily be
generated using a Fisher matrix approximation, as is implemented in the synthetic-PEposteriors library

1

[266].

To complicate matters, for binary neutron stars, the marginal likelihoods `n (x) are exceedingly narrow relative to fiducial astrophysical priors p(x) and any plausible model predictions p(x|X). For example, observations of GW170817 constrained its (redshifted) chirp
R
mass Mc (1 + z) to within 10−4 M . Hence the marginal integrals dx`n (x)p(x|X) require
event-specific adaptive sampling in x. We modify the limits of each integral over chirp mass
to conservatively contain the support of `n (x).

4.2.3

EOS spectral decomposition

In this work we adopt the spectral EOS parameterization introduced by Lindblom [149], implemented in Carney et al [49] in LALSuite [147], and previously used to interpret GW170817
[242]. In this specific representation, the nuclear equation of state relating energy density 
1
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and pressure p is characterized by a low-density SLy EOS joined to a a spectral representation
at p0 = 5.4×1032 dyne cm−2 , using a high-density four-parameter spectral model characterized
by its adiabatic index Γ(p):

ln Γ(p) =

3
X

γk [ln(p/p0 )]k ,

(4.2)

k=0

where γk are expansion coefficients. From the adiabatic index, the equation of state follows
via solving
d
+p
=
.
dp
pΓ(p)

(4.3)

From the pressure and energy density, other state variables can be calculated, such as the
baryon rest mass density ρb = mb n = ( + p)/eh , which follows from the pseudo enthalpy h
via dh/dp = 1/( + p); see, e.g., the discussion in [212]. As a fiducial EOS, we will adopt the
spectral approximation to APR4 from Lindblom [149], given by γ0 = 0.8651, γ1 = 0.1548,
γ2 = −0.0151, γ3 = −0.0002.
Because of the exponential dependence of Γ, only a narrow region for {γk } produces observationally plausible equations of state, and we place limits on {γk } that are largely consistent
with prior work [49]. To be consistent with the wide range of proposed models, we require
that Γ ∈ [0.6, 4.5]. We require for simplicity that the EOS produces maximum NS masses
greater than 1.97M ; see, e.g., [172] for a more careful treatment of uncertainties in the observed maximum mass. To allow for the possibility of causal EOS being approximated within
our model family by an acausal representation, we require the inferred EOS is approximately
p
causal (i.e., vs = dp/d < 1.1c) up to the central pressure of the most massive NS permitted
by the EOS. As in previous work, we assume the prior on γk is a constant value as a function
of γk , and adopt the prior ranges used in previous work. Since the region of equations of state
allowed by the aforementioned criteria occupies a subset of the prior range on {γk } which is
not closely aligned with the coordinates {γk }, we initialize our MCMC with a rotated coordinate system, as described in Appendix 4.B. The MCMC we employ is affine-invariant, so the
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rotated coordinate system will provide no sampling improvements post-initialization, but for
samplers without affine invariance this rotated system will be very useful.

4.2.4

Source population model

Motivated by observations of galactic binary neutron stars [19, 195], we explore a two-component
population of neutron stars, with overall minimum and maximum masses set by the nuclear
equation of state. To emphasize the importance of an accurate model for the mass distribution
we also employ a one-component population in our inferences, which cannot capture the full
complexity of the two-component model we synthesized data from. Specifically, we employ a
mixture model for binary components x = (m1 , m2 , χ1,z , χ2,z , Λ1 , Λ2 ), defined as

p(x) ∝

K
X

wk Mk (m1 ) Mk (m2 ) Sk (χ1,z ) Sk (χ2,z )

(4.4)

k=1

everywhere that mmin (γ) ≤ m2 ≤ m2 ≤ mmax (γ) and Λi = Λ(mi , γ), and zero elsewhere. Mk
and Sk represent the mass and spin distributions for the kth sub-population, respectively. We
model the Mk ’s as Gaussians with unknown mean and variance. The Sk ’s are assumed to
follow beta distributions bounded by |χz | < 0.05, again with unknown mean and variance. For
simplicity’s sake, we assert that the means and variances don’t change between the primary and
secondary NS. The Λi = Λ(mi , γ) constraint introduces delta functions into the expression for
p(x), making it impossible to evaluate p(x) numerically. However, it is simple to draw samples
from p(x)—we simply draw samples for (m1 , χ1,z , m2 , χ2,z ) and compute Λi = Λ(mi , γ) to
produce corresponding samples for Λ1 and Λ2 . Informed only by the limited dimensionality of
R
Λi , one could compute the integrals dx`n (x)p(x|X) by drawing samples xn,s from p(x) in this
P
manner and computing N1 s `n (xn,s ). However, the very tight constraints on Mc (1+z) make
this require very high N for the integrals to converge. Instead, we separate the population’s
distribution into p(x) = p(m1 , m2 )p(χ1,z , χ2,z , Λ1 , Λ2 |m1 , m2 ), and draw mass samples from
a distribution A adapted to the region with non-vanishing `n (x), uniform in Mc (1 + z) and
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δ = (m1 − m2 )/(m1 + m2 ). The integral then becomes
Z
dx`n (x)p(x|X) ≈

S
1 X p(m1,s , m2,s )
`n (xs ),
N
A(m1,s , m2,s )

(4.5)

s=1

where
−1
A(m1 , m2 ) ∝ J(m
(m1 , m2 ),
1 ,m2 )→(Mc ,δ)

(4.6)

and J −1 is the inverse Jacobian determinant

−1
J(m
1 ,m2 )→(Mc ,δ)

=

m2 (2m1 +3m2 )
5(m1 m2 )−2/5 (m1 +m2 )−6/5

m1 (2m2 +3m1 )
5(m1 m2 )−2/5 (m1 +m2 )−6/5

2m2
(m1 +m2 )2

−2m1
(m1 +m2 )2

(4.7)

For our fiducial model, we took a two-component (K = 2 in Eq. ) mass distribution
based on the galactic neutron star constraints from Alsing, Silva, and Berti [19], in the first
row of their Table 3. Rather than take their maximum a posteriori values, we approximated
their reported estimates as Gaussians, and took a single draw, resulting in E[m]1 = 1.34 M ,
Std[m]1 = 0.05 M , E[m]2 = 1.88 M , Std[m]2 = 0.32 M , and relative weights of 6 : 4. For
the low mass component’s spin distribution, we utilize a zero-spin model, attainable using a
β distribution with E[χz ]1 = 0 and Std[χz ]1 → 0. For the high mass component, however, we
expect higher spins, as these would likely be recycled pulsars [152], and so we adopt fiducial
choices E[χz ]2 = 0.02 and Std[χz ]2 = 0.01.
All of our analyses use uninformative uniform priors on the spectral EOS parameters,
following previous work [49, 242]; see Table 4.2.1, and Appendix 4.B for more discussion. Our
fiducial analyses use uninformative priors, uniform in E[m], E[χz ], Std[m], and log-uniform in
each sub-population’s rate and Std[χz ]; see Table 4.2.2 To account for observations of galactic
neutron stars, rather than reanalyze all galactic observations ourselves, we employ pre-digested
prior constraints on this same two-component mass model provided by Table 3 of [19]. In
particular, we use an (improper) prior in the maximum neutron star mass mmax (γ), extending
from 1.97M

to infinity, to account for the impact of the most recent well-determined NS

masses on the inferred NS maximum mass [21, 22, 63].
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γ0
[0.2, 2]

γ1
[−1.6, +1.7]

γ2
[−0.6, +0.6]

γ3
[−0.02, +0.02]

Table 4.2.1: Prior ranges for the spectral EOS parameters used in all of our analyses. All
priors are uniformly distributed.
R [Gpc−3 yr−1 ]
LU [1, 105 ]

E[m] [M ]
U [0.9, 2.9]

Std[m] [M ]
LU [0.05, 5]

E[χ]
U [−0.05, +0.05]

Std[χ]
U [0, 0.05]

Table 4.2.2: Prior types and ranges for our fiducial analyses. U denotes a uniform prior, and
LU denotes a log-uniform prior.

4.3

Results

To illustrate our method, we generate a synthetic population of neutron stars drawn from our
fiducial bimodal population. Assuming merging neutron stars are uniformly distributed in
comoving volume and using a naive detection model – a single-interferometer SNR threshold
of 8 – based on advanced LIGO’s target sensitivity (aLIGODesignSensitivityP1200087
from [10];see [146]), we construct a population of 100 synthetic observations. As illustrated by
Fig. 4.3.1, the true parameters of this detection-weighted sample include a fraction (' 10%)
of events close to our presumed maximum NS mass. Our population inference thus constrains
the nuclear equation of state both through the maximum observed mass and through direct
measurements of NS tidal deformability. Using RIFT on each observation n = 1 · · · 100, we
perform Bayesian inference to construct the marginal likelihood `n (x) as a function of x =
(m1 , m2 , χ1,z , χ2z , Λ1 , Λ2 ), assuming each source has an otherwise-determined sky location and
redshift. We performed parameter inference rapidly and in large scale, requiring subsequent
hand-removal of some events suffering from convergence issues. We construct several randomlyselected subsets of these 100 synthetic events, to generate synthetic observing scenarios for the
first 1, 5, and 10 coincident observations. Using PopModels on each set of observations, we
infer the EOS (γ) and population hyperparameters (Λ), adopting a network with presumed
HLV design sensitivity. In this work, we scale the fiducial analysis interval of 7.22 days
to the number of events in our synthetic sample. Note that due to selection effects, our
synthetic population produces roughly equal numbers of observations from both components;
see Fig. 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.3.1: Synthetic detected observations: Histogram (solid) and cumulative distribution (dashed) of chirp masses Mc for the synthetic observed population. For reference, the
leftmost vertical line shows the chirp mass corresponding to two NS each of mass 1.33M .
The rightmost vertical line shows the corresponding limit for two 2.17M NS, close to both
the largest observed value and the maximum mass limit for commonly-discussed equations of
state.
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Figure 4.3.2: Example of inference about NS mass, spin, and EOS, using 10 detections: Left
panel : Median (solid line) and 50% and 90% credible regions (shaded regions) for the nuclear
equation of state. True injected EOS overlain (red dashed line). Right panel : Same as left,
but showing the recovered neutron star mass distribution. Posterior predictive distribution
also included, as dashed black line.

Fig. 4.3.2 shows inferences deduced from one of our synthetic 10-event populations. We recover the injected EOS, identify both populations in the NS mass distribution, and place weak
constraints on NS spins. As the number of events increases, all our observational constraints
become tighter, albeit strongly dependent on how well measured the added events are, and the
particular properties of those events. For such a simple Gaussian model, as discussed below
quantitatively, the systematic and statistical accuracy to which we recover the mass distribution can be understood by simple frequentist arguments (e.g., the accuracy in the measured
mean mass of each component). Less obvious and much more variable are our inferences about
the EOS. Fig. 4.3.3 shows our results for the NS EOS at three fiducial densities. The tidal
deformabilty of NS correlates with the central densities of observed NS. However, barring unlikely signal amplitudes, GW measurements of tides will constrain these deformabilities only
when Λ is relatively large and thus the NS mass is relatively small. Conversely, confident
identification of NS with large chirp masses will require the high-density EOS produce NS
with correspondingly large masses. In our synthetic population, however, such NS binaries
occur rarely, with less than than 10% of mergers providing meaningful new constraints on the
maximum NS mass. For these reasons, observations of our synthetic population must most
tightly constrain the pressure at ∼ 2ρnuc .
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Figure 4.3.3: Posterior inferences about the pressure at three fixed densities. The top panel
shows results from inference using a two-component mass model, consistent with the underlying population. At low density, GW observations only slowly improve our understanding of
the EOS. At twice nuclear density, direct GW constraints on tides inform the nuclear EOS.
At high density, GW observations provide less new information. The bottom panel shows how
EOS biases arise by adopting a unimodal population model which fits the NS mass distribution
poorly, emphasizing the need for careful mass distribution modeling.
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Figure 4.3.4: EOS precision scaling: Left: Comparison between the standard deviation on
the derived parameter Λ1.4 and predictions from the scaling relation described in Sec. 4.3. If
scaling were accurate, points would lie along the solid red line. Dashed line represents same
scaling, but shifted to intersect the first point along the x-axis. Right: The points here show
how our 90% measurement error on Λ1.4 scales against the number of events, as well as the
most influential detection, and the sum of the influence of multiple detections, as is described
in 4.4.

4.3.1

Understanding EOS constraints

Our stacking strategy for multiple populations can be usefully compared with a more frequently
discussed and much simpler scenario: where all binary neutron stars have similar masses
and hence tidal deformabilities. Previous studies have shown that the measurement error
σΛ ' 200(Mc /1.4M )−1 depends weakly on mass (see, e.g., Fig. 7 of [50]). Taking this scaling
P −2
−2
),
relation for σΛ , and adding its inverse in quadrature for multiple events (σΛ,tot
= k σΛ,k
we find that this scaling relation roughly holds, but that it must be shifted to higher errors,
as is shown in Fig. 4.3.4. We find an RMS error for this shifted relation at 164.8.
Two of the largest driving factors for a BNS’s contribution to measuring the EOS are its
signal-to-noise ratio, ρ, and the mass of the smallest object, m2,source . So while our stacking
method should reduce the uncertainty on Λ1.4 with each detection, not all detections are created equally. As illustrated in Fig. 4.3.4, we find that a good proxy for an event’s contribution
is ρ2 /m2,source . In a single-event analysis, the measurement uncertainty would depend only on
the largest contributing event, whereas a stacking analysis should scale according to the sum
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of all events. For the plotted analytic scalings, the RMS errors are 255.3 for n−1/2 , 263.1 for
P
max[(ρ2 /m2,source )−1/2 ], and 266.8 for (ρ2 /m2,source )−1/2 .
Similarly, our stacking strategy can be compared to approaches which investigate the maximum NS mass independently of the low-mass equation of state. For a uniformly distributed
population with unknown upper limit, ignoring measurement uncertainty, the upper limit can
be estimated with a statistical uncertainty ∆M/Nbig (e.g., via the largest single element),
where Nbig characterizes the observed number of massive sources and ∆M characterizes the
mass range. The top panel of Fig. 4.3.4 illustrates how our results compare with such an
approach. Based on our detection-weighted population parameters, we adopt the scaling
Nbig = 0.5N , corresponding to the detection-weighted fraction of sources associated with the
more massive population.

4.3.2

Understanding Mass distribution constraints and population-reweighted
posteriors

GW measurements will very rapidly identify the chirp mass distribution of merging NS. As
an example, if all NS in merging BNS are drawn from a Gaussian mass distribution, then
the mean m̄ and width σm of that Gaussian will be identified with confident chirp mass
√
√
measurements alone to within roughly 2.26σ/ n and 2.5σ/ n respectively, using classical
frequentist statistics. This rapid convergence occurs because BNS chirp mass measurements
for coalescing binaries with EM counterparts have statistical errors far smaller than σ. The
added statistical uncertainty in the absence of NS counterparts only modestly increases the
number of measurements needed for reliable assessment. Of course, the BNS mass distribution
need not be purely Gaussian. However, if the mass distribution is (for example) a mixture of
distinguishable Gaussians, then similar arguments apply to each component.
The above analysis likewise need not assume all NS are drawn independently from the same
distribution. Indeed, the paired masses of binary neutron stars could be strongly correlated
through the astrophysical channels which form them. But barring astrophysical coincidences,
generic distributions p(m1 , m2 ) will also be constrained by high-precision one-dimensional
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chirp mass measurements, assuming p(m1 , m2 ) must be smooth in m1 , m2 (and not Mc , q).
Above and beyond chirp mass constraints, GW observations also provide direct insight into
each individual q, albeit weakly. For context, for our fiducial unimodal Gaussian mass distribution, the inferred mass ratio distribution is approximately a one-side normal distribution
with mean q = 1 and width 0.1—a scale roughly 2/3 of the measurement errors on q expected
from typical PE on our events. Therefore qualitatively speaking and pessimistically assuming
we must rely only on mass ratio measurements and not chirp mass, the mean and variance of a
√
presumed Gaussian mass ratio distribution will converge as roughly 2.26×(0.1/ n)—modestly
more slowly than chirp mass measurements alone will constrain the width.
One way or another—via chirp mass constraints or direct constraints on the mass ratio
distribution from stacked individual events—our inferences about the population’s mass ratio
distribution should significantly decrease the expected uncertainty in q for future observations.
As a concrete example, Fig. 4.3.5 shows the result of interpreting a significant-amplitude 11th
event after first observing 10 NS mergers from our synthetic population. The inferred mass
ratio constraints are substantially tighter. We also show the joint posterior distribution in
masses, spin, and tides for this new event. Using population-informed priors for the mass ratio
distribution, we draw tighter conclusions about the new events’ potential tidal deformability.
Our choice of NS mass distribution model can significantly impact our inferences. As an
example, Fig. 4.3.3 shows the results of inference using a unimodal NS mass distribution. As
shown in Fig. 4.3.6, at small n this poorly-fitting model would suggest the maximum mass
is significantly constrained by the absence of high-mass observations, as a single very wide
Gaussian would be required to match the mean and dispersion of our two-component model.
Our choice of mass model has a substantial impact on the inferred equation of state. We
emphasize that the mass and spin distribution is observationally constrained by the many
low-amplitude observations for which tides are largely inaccessible; therefore, it’s important
to use all observations to produce an unbiased estimate of the EOS.
Do we need to simultaneously constrain the nuclear EOS and the NS mass distribution,
ignoring spin? For our scenario, chirp mass measurements alone dominate our ability to
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Figure 4.3.5: Population-informed priors: posterior distribution for a moderately loud synthetic BNS using a prior uniform in the plotted variables (solid blue) and a population-informed
prior (dashed red), wherein the events used to constrain the population do not include the
event plotted. Notice the population-informed results are much more precise, and zoom in on
the injected parameters (shown as vertical black lines).
recover the mass distribution. We therefore do not expect joint inference to significantly alter
the small-n results: we could alternatively first estimate the NS mass distribution, and then
reconstruct the inferred nuclear EOS with care to not double-count the candidate event’s
likelihood.

4.3.3

Recovering the spin distribution

Our synthetic population has zero NS spin for one component, and observationally accessible
NS spin for the more massive component. As illustrated by Fig. 4.3.7, we can therefore recover
the joint mass and spin distribution of each component with very few observations. As with
the mass distribution, we have intentionally adopted a model – both NS in a binary drawn from
the same mass and spin distribution – which is more easily constrained by GW observations,
to highlight the impact of joint mass-spin distribution constraints on the EOS.
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Figure 4.3.6: Impact of unsuitable mass distribution model: Median (solid line), posterior
predictive distribution (dashed line), 50% and 90% credible regions (shaded) for m1 , adopting
a unimodal model for inference on our synthetic data. Compare to the right panel of Fig. 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.3.7: Posterior predictive distributions for the two-component mixtures estimated
with 1, 5, and 10 BNS observations. The markers indicate the recovered mean and standard
deviation for each component.
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Figure 4.3.8: Mass distribution impact on EOS upper mass limit: Posterior distributions
for the upper mass limit, estimated with 5 random realizations each of 1, 5, and 10 BNS
observations. True values for injected EOS shown as vertical bars. Separate re-runs were done
with both the accurate bimodal (BM) mass distribution and the biased unimodal (UM) mass
distribution. Bimodal model slowly converges to tighter constraints around the correct value,
whereas the unimodal model rapidly converges to a biased value, emphasizing the need for
careful mass distribution modeling.
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Discussion

In this work, using a concrete but extreme synthetic example, we demonstrated that the
whole merging NS population provides vital insight into constraining the NS EOS. The faint
events tell us the NS mass (and spin) distribution. Using that information, we better interpret the loud events’ masses, drawing sharper conclusions on the NS EOS. We furthermore
demonstrated that the EOS must be simultaneously inferred along with the NS mass and
spin distribution, to avoid introducing bias. In this section, we highlight areas in which our
synthetic example might not be representative, while presenting how the lessons learned from
it should translate to more realistic future observing scenarios.
First and foremost, we emphasize we have made one key extreme assumption to allow
us to highlight the contribution from constraints on the NS maximum mass: we assume the
second component is comprised of massive NS’s which are rapidly spinning. In some formation
scenarios for high-mass NS, the massive NS accretes substantial matter (and spin) through CE
accretion [123, 190, 204]. We would therefore more likely expect massive, rapidly-rotating NS
to be paired with low-mass companions. Instead, our straw man model produces binaries with
well-measured chirp masses near the maximum value allowed by our EOS, enabling sharper
constraints than would be expected from scenarios with mixed NS binaries.
Our EOS models lack phase transitions and thus imply strong correlations between the
maximum mass mmax and tidal deformability.These two measurements therefore provide two
avenues to constrain the nuclear equation of state. If we adopted a more flexible model for
the nuclear equation of state, our implicit use of two observables (maximum mass and tides)
would not necessarily enable relatively tighter constraints on the EOS than the use of each
observable independently.
Similarly but on a longer timescale, GW measurements will gradually pin down the BNS
spin distribution, as observations accumulate enough in number to probe at and significantly
below the measurement error of the loudest expected signals. After the first few measurements, the mass ratio distribution could be very strongly constrained, confidently disfavor
highly asymmetric binaries, and therefore substantially decrease statistical uncertainty in spin.
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At that level, the statistical uncertainty in spin will be of order 0.01, which could be produced
by astrophysical formation channels. A population of NS spins consistent with zero is plausible, easily tested, and simplifies the discussion we continue below. However, because of the
correlation of spin and tides, if spins are nonzero, the distribution in EOS and spin must be
carried out together.
This information from the low-significance population helps inform the interpretation of
the roughly one in ten BNS mergers with amplitude ρ > 20 which provide the most information
individually about the EOS. The mass ratio, spin, and chirp mass are all correlated with the
inferred tidal deformability Λ̃. Because we can better constrain each individual measurement,
we draw more information about tides with each observation when we use joint inference. The
degree of advantage depends on the astrophysical NS mass and spin distribution and the EOS;
as we’ve shown, a distribution extending close to the maximum mass can be very informative.

4.5

Conclusions

As demonstrated by the direct detection of gravitational waves (GWs) from neutron stars and
black holes [245, 249], the universe naturally provides a highly-relativistic “cosmic collider”
for pairs of compact objects—black holes (BHs) or neutron stars (NS). For each collision,
current and future GW observations can identify the nature of the coalescing binaries, the
dynamics of the collision, and the nature of the post-merger remnant [236], providing direct
insight into the physics of each merger. Moreover, the population of observations will enable
direct measurements of the population of merging binaries themselves—their joint mass, spin,
redshift, and eccentricity distribution. In this work, we demonstrate one use of this cosmic
collider: joint inference about the phenomenological astrophysical distribution of merging NS
properties (mass and spin) simultaneously with the nuclear equation of state. Analyzing a
fixed ensemble of synthetic data, we show that joint inference of the NS mass, spin, and tides
with all NS observations are required to reliably infer the EOS. We in particular demonstrate
that even low-amplitude NS observations contribute significantly to constraining the NS, albeit
indirectly, by providing strong constraints on the NS mass and spin distribution. By contrast,
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previous work has argued that all information about the NS EOS is carried in the most
massive observations. We demonstrate significant biases could occur if the mass distribution
is inappropriately modeled. And we reviewed how NS observations will rapidly constrain the
NS mass and spin distribution. Our concordance approach can be immediately generalized
to incorporate other observational constraints, extending other similar work which assumes
the NS mass and spin distribution is known (e.g., [172]). The PopModels code is publicly
available [268], as are all information used to reproduce the examples in this work.
In this proof-of-concept work, we adopted several strong assumptions about the NS population, to enhance the impact that joint inference has on the inferred EOS. Notably, we assumed
the NS mass distribution extended to the maximum mass supported by the equation of state.
Also, motivated by galactic observations, we also did not introduce an extended population
of asymmetric NS binaries. A more comprehensive analysis of real observations should relax
both assumptions.
In this paper, we only illustrated a few scenarios for future GW observations, assuming a
relatively simple population of unambiguous binary neutron stars. While we do not address
a closely related question—distinguishing between populations of BH-NS and NS-NS (and
BH-BH) of similar mass—our concordance framework provides a natural framework within
which to address this question. It will immediately allow for multiple populations, incorporate
populations with exactly zero tides, and directly employ the correct likelihood normalization
(i.e., evidence) into all calculations. We will more carefully investigate the question of multiple
compact binary populations with similar mass in future work.
As observations accumulate, our ability to identify the nuclear EOS can be increasingly
impacted by systematic biases in our understanding of GR [85, 130, 139, 219, 259], barring
steadily-increasing model accuracy as in [39, 72, 73, 119, 131, 171, 178]. Our inferences about
the EOS can also be influenced by biases or inflexibility in our EOS parameterization; see, e.g.,
[110]. Using RIFT or other efficient parameter inference engines to draw conclusions about
individual events using different waveform models with different systematics, one can directly
assess the impact of these systematic errors on the inferred population and EOS.
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Though electromagnetic observations of galactic pulsars and binary mergers provide a complementary avenue to constrain the nuclear equation of state, the tightest constraints in the
future will exploit all messengers. Some investigations have already jointly constrained the
EOS by combining galactic X-ray binary observations with GW170817 tidal constraints [84,
137]. Another promising approach attempted with GW170817 proposes to identify the nature
of the post-merger object from the presence (or absence) of electromagnetic emission [28, 163,
209]. Large-scale statistics on even qualitative features of remnants can inform the EOS [162],
though the efficiency and utility of such qualitative stacking depends strongly on followup
EM surveys, on systematic biases or substantial theoretical uncertainties associated with the
interpretation of individual EM measurements (e.g. [134]), and on theoretical modeling uncertainty associated with the transitions between the different proposed post-merger scenarios.
Conversely, as the amount and nature of the ejected material depends strongly and delicately
on the merger’s binary parameters (e.g., mass ratio and spin), the same population-modeling
techniques described in this work will also need to be applied to interpret electromagnetic
observations too (e.g. [134, 196]). We defer discussion of any multimessenger constraints to
future work.
While we defer explorations of other applications to future work, the method described here
will quickly translate to other applications which exploit the simultaneous interpretation of
multiple coalescing NS. For example, gravitational wave measurements of coalescing compact
binaries can also be used as standard candles, to help inform the cosmic distance ladder [2,
53, 176, 181, 182]. As GW measurements alone constrain the luminosity distance dL and
redshifted masses mi,z = mi (1 + z), cosmological constraints require a third constraint: some
independent constraint (e.g., a host galaxy or preferred length scale), providing access to
either mi or z and therefore enabling cosmological constraints. Even without observational
counterparts, binary neutron stars may have distinctive mass [233] and tidal features whose
observation could potentially enable better cosmological constraints (e.g., [70, 168]).
The strategy in this work relies on accurate likelihood estimates `n (x), provided through
RIFT and libraries used therein. Conventional machine learning techniques can provide very
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accurate universal function approximations with feed-forward neural networks; see, e.g., [65,
113]. Discussion of alternative interpolation techniques will be presented in a forthcoming
publication.
Given the substantial astrophysical and modeling uncertainties involved, we have employed
a phenomenological approach. We recognize that strong prior assumptions about the NS population or equation of state could provide stronger and more rapid (conditional) constraints,
and we defer to substantial prior work in this area for a discussion of the relevant techniques
and pitfalls [228, 234, 270].
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4.A

Scaling EOS accuracy with increasing measurements

In the text, we provide a concrete illustration of how well we can measure the nuclear equation
of state given several coalescing binary neutron star measurements, using all available information and employing phenomenological models for the NS population and the EOS. We find
that the added information from low-significance events better constrains the mass and spin
distribution; when applying this insight to the loudest signals, these low-significance events
thereby help indirectly further constrain the nuclear equation of state.
In this appendix, to facilitate projections to future instruments and other observational scenarions, we provide a more qualitative outline of this argument using Fisher matrix methods.
While we frame our discusion using the terminology of nuclear equation of state measurements,
our discussion is not specific to that case.
In the local universe, the amplitude distribution for confidently-identified sources will be
nearly Euclidean, with the fraction of sources with network amplitudes greater than ρ determined by P (> ρ) = (ρmin /ρ)3 , where ρmin is some minimum identifiable amplitude. Only a
subset of parameters will be accessible for signals near the detection threshold. For sufficiently
loud signals ρ > ρcut , however, additional features of the coalescing binary will be apparent—
for the purposes of this discusison, the effective binary tidal deformability Λ̃. In this discussion
we will adopt ρmin = 10 and ρcut = 20. With these assumptions, out of N sources, on average only N/8 will provide information about tides and therefore provide enough information
in isolation to produce any constraint on the nuclear equation of state. Another important
R
quantity is ρ2 = dρρ2 dP/dρ = 3ρ2min , so for a sum over N sources, the average value of
P 2
2
k ρk is approximately 3N ρmin .
The non-marginalized likelihood in the full N d + 1 + D-dimensional space of all binary
parameters and all population hyperparameters is the integrand appearing in Eq. 4.1: ln L =
P
−µ + N ln R + n ln `n (xn ) + ln p(xn |X), where xn are d-dimensional variables characterizing
each event. More broadly, the likelihood ln L can be expanded in a Taylor series in y =
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(x1 . . . xn , R, X) around its maximum:
1
ln L = const − Γαβ (y − y∗ )α (y − y∗ )β
2

(4.8)

Constraints on the EOS follow by marginalizing this likelihood over all parameters except the
subset of X that corresponds to the EOS. When carrying out this calculation, we want to
qualitatively assess how much we learn about the EOS by exploiting better constraints on the
mass distribution, particularly as provided by the weak sources which don’t independently
inform the EOS.

To provide qualitative insight into this marginalization, we first break up the components
in Taylor series themselves. We assume that in suitable coordinates, the individual likelihoods
`n are nearly Gaussian for variables which are well constrained, and nearly constant for poorlyconstrained variables; in the context of this discussion, the variables Mc , η, χeff are assumed
to be well-constrained always, with Λ̃ constrained for strong sources: that is,
1
(k)
ln `n (x) ' − ρ2n γ̂ab (x − xn,∗ )a (x − xn,∗ )b + constant
2

(4.9)

where ρn is the amplitude of the n’th source. Moreover, to simplify our argument, we will
assume γ̂ab is independent of binary parameters, and exists in one of two classes: the “strong”
sources (S) which constrain the added tidal parameters of interest, and the “weak” sources
(W), for which these parameters remain unconstrained.

We first consider a simplified scenario where the model hyperparameter X we seek to constrain is in fact one of our observables x for the individual NS observations—in our scenario,
for example, all NS could have a common radius Rns and are drawn from a common Gaussian
mass distribution with unknown mean m̄, but our ability to measure that radius could be
correlated with other binary parameters like the NS mass. After integrating out the deterministic relationship between xn and X, and omitting the event rate R and sensitivity µ as
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superfluous, we end up with an expression
ln L ' const −

1X 2
ρk γ̂ab (x − xk,∗ )a (x − xk,∗ )b
2
k

where x = (m̄, Rns ) now characterizes the parameters held in common and x∗,k characterize the
specific choices which maximize the likelihood for each individual event. The signal amplitude
ρk and signal parameters x∗,k are uncorrelated. Therefore, in this expression, we naturally
find two types of terms appearing naturally:
X

S
S
S
ρ2 γ̂ab
= γ̂ab
3N ρ2min P (> ρcut ) = γ̂ab
3N

k∈S

X

ρ5min
ρ3cut

W
= 3N ρ2min γ̂ W [1 − P (> ρcut )]
ρ2 γ̂ab

(4.10)
(4.11)

k∈W

and thus the likelihood can be approximated up to an overall constant as

−

X
2
(W )
ln L ' γ̂ab
(x − xk,∗ )a (x − xk,∗ )b
2
3ρmin
k∈W
X
(S)
+ γ̂ab P (> ρcut )
(x − xk,∗ )a (x − xk,∗ )b

(4.12)

k∈S
W has only one nonzero term, for the mass component,
Within the context of this subsection, γ̂ab
S has all three components nonzero. The second term reflects how a few strong
while γ̂ab

signals provide information about the hard-to-measure parameters like Rns . The first term
reflects how many weak measurements provide information about the NS mass distribution
in general and the mean NS mass n̄ in particular, but not hard-to-constrain parameters like
Rns . However, by providing additional information about the NS mass, they can help support
constrain the remaining hyperparameters. In this concrete scenario, the parameters m̄, Rns
have a statistical covariance (squared measurement error) of

Σ=
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1

[γ̂
3ρ2min N

W

+ P (> ρcut )γ̂ S ]−1

(4.13)
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If significant correlations exist between R and m̄, then the measurement accuracy for R̄ when
we simultaneously constrain R, m̄ can be noticably smaller. Additional correlations provide
additional opportunities for improvement.
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4.B

Improved EOS coordinate system with PCA

The pressure-based spectral parameterization for neutron star equation of state has an issue
in that its parameters γ0 , . . . , γn are only physical in a small subspace, which is not aligned
with the coordinate axes. Since we want to reject any point with large maxp Γ, our priors are
not well-suited to our choice of basis functions. For example, using a Legendre polynomial
P
basis Γ(x) = k Pk (x)γ̄k insures a bound on γ is related to a bound on Γ. Still, any method
which draws random γi samples is going to have to deal with the tight correlations. To deal
with this issue, we consider the general problem of an n dimensional volume V enclosed in
a hypercube C , where C is known analytically, but V is only known by a procedure which
can determine if a point P is contained in V . Our goal is to find the minimal hypercube C 0
which encloses V . In our specific EOS example, C is the 4 dimensional hypercube of spectral
EOS parameters—bounded by γ0 ∈ [+0.20, +2.00], γ1 ∈ [−1.60, +1.70], γ2 ∈ [−0.60, +0.60],
γ3 ∈ [−0.02, +0.02]. V is the subset of C which define equations of state permitted by physics.
From a Monte Carlo study, we find that V comprises ' 0.005% the volume of C , and thus any
procedure which draws random samples uniformly in C will have one in 20000 be physical.
To find C 0 , we start by drawing samples from C until we have found N within V (here
N = 500). Let’s call a sample in the basis aligned with C “r.” Now we rescale all of these
samples by subtracting the sample mean vector µr , and dividing component-wise by the sample
standard deviation vector σr
r̃ = (r − µr )/σr .

(4.14)

We can then feed these standardized r̃ samples into a principal component analysis (PCA)
routine (in this case provided by scikit-learn’s sklearn.decomposition.PCA class [199]).
This method finds a rotated coordinate system, r 0 , in which the first dimension captures
the majority of the data’s variance, and each subsequent orthogonal dimension captures the
majority of the remaining variance. The transformation from r̃ to r 0 is encompassed in a matrix
operator S, in which each row contains the components of the r 0 bases in the r̃ coordinate
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system, such that
r 0 = S r̃.

(4.15)

In this r 0 coordinate system, we compute the minimum and maximum values of each sample in
each dimension, which combined make the boundaries of our more efficient hypercube, C 0 . In
the case of our EOS parameters, sampling uniformly within C 0 provides us with an efficiency
of ' 19%, 3.6 orders of magnitude better. However, due to the limited sample size used to find
C 0 , it is possible that a small portion of V is outside of C 0 . To reduce the odds of this, C 0 can
be enlarged to include some buffer space. We employ a simple strategy here, by extending the
hypercube by an additional 10% in each direction. This can be adjusted according to one’s
tolerance needs. In this extended C 0 , our efficiency is ' 9%, which corresponds still to a 3.2
order of magnitude improvement.
See Fig. 4.B.1 for the fit used, Table 4.B.1 for the components of the transformations, and
Table 4.B.2 for the non-buffered hypercube bounds in the transformed coordinates.
S
+0.43801
−0.76705
+0.45143
+0.12646

−0.53573
+0.17169
+0.67967
+0.47070

+0.52661
+0.31255
−0.19454
+0.76626

−0.49379
−0.53336
−0.54443
+0.41868

µr
+0.89421
+0.33878
−0.07894
+0.00393

σr
+0.35700
+0.25769
+0.05452
+0.00312

Table 4.B.1: Transformation components for r → r 0 .

min
max

r00
−4.37722
+4.91227

r10
−1.82240
+2.06387

r20
−0.32445
+0.36469

r30
−0.09529
+0.11046

Table 4.B.2: Hypercube bounds for the non-expanded C 0 .
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Figure 4.B.1: Valid samples used in fitting (blue) and projections of the bounding hypercube
(gray), for each pair of spectral coordinates. We show the bounds only for the non-expanded
C 0 here.
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